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SUMMARY 
The elastic band cam is fabricated using a solid boss, a thin 
elastic band for its profile, and a backing by a matrix material. The 
band is constrained to have a desired rise, angle of rise, return, and 
dwello Its chief advantage is the continuity of the profile which is 
based on an elastic deflection curve. This curve has continuous deriva 
tives at all points except where forces and moments are applied to the 
band, and the cam can be designed so the velocity and acceleration are 
continuous at these points as wella The method of manufacture of the 
elastic band cam Is unique and eliminates the problems inherent to the 
incremental cutting through a series of precision points used to make 
cams of conventional design. The elastic band forming the profile has 
the exact shape it is designed to have since it is the elastic curve 
that the theoretical profile is based on. 
The shape of the elastic band cam is found by finding the equa-
tions which define the elastic curve forming the profile. These equa-
tions are obtained by locating a portion of a known elastic curve which 
is congruent with the cam curve. Then the equations defining the cam 
curve are obtained from the given equations of the known elastic curve. 
This method Is used in lieu of solving the second order non-linear 
differential equation defining the elastic curve from the relation 
between the bending moment in and the curvature of the elastic band. 
Unlike conventional cams where the follower path is the designed 
motion, when an elastic band cam is used the cam profile is the fixed 
XI 
motiono Hence the path of the follower is a function of the type of 
follower system and the cam profile. Therefore the shape of the path 
of a follower operating on this cam must be calculated from the cam 
profile, 
The analysis of the elastic band cam is completed with the actual 
fabrication and testing of some sample cams. The purpose of this por-
tion of the work is to verify that a cam can be fabricated according to 
the procedures outlined, and that the cams produced in such a manner 
do correlate with the theoretically predicted cam. 
A set of data is included which can be used as an aid in the 
design of elastic band cams. This is prepared using the theoretical 
descriptions of the cams and given the acceleration characteristics of 
many typical cam and follower systems. They allow a designer to pre-
dict the dynamic characteristics of an elastic band cam without 
actually calculating the shape of its profile,and are of great value 
when selecting a cam for1 a particular application from the many possi-
bilities . 
The elastic band cam can be designed to have dynamic charac-
teristics including a continuous acceleration which, when used with the 
appropriate follower system, give acceptable follower paths for use in 
many applications„ The cam fabricated to the design specifications has 
the shape it is designed to have, and the time and cost required to 
fabricate the first cam is less than that required for the fabrication 
by conventional methods. Because the elastic band cam is formed from a 
combination of materials which do not have a high strength or a high 
elasticity, the cam is best used as a master from which others are 
Xll 
copied. Use of the cam as a master retains the advantages of its 
unique design because these have the greatest effects on the first cam 




Review of Present Methods 
The cam has been used for many years in the design of all types 
of mechanical items. Its design and production have changed as engi-
neers have developed better types of cams and better methods of pro-
duction. 
An important part of the improvements in cam design involves the 
development of the cam profiles. One of the; simplest types of cam is 
the circle arc cam. Its profile is composed of circles and straight 
lines. The ease of design and manufacture are the advantage of this 
type cam., Unfortunately, its dynamic characteristics are poor. New 
procedures for further simplifying the design of this profile have been 
presented by Kahr (1) and Weber (2). Rothbart (3,4) presented proce-
dures which can be used to design classic type cam profiles producing 
follower motions that are based on constant acceleration, simple har-
monic, parabolic, or cycloidal curves. These motions are based on some 
type of geometric or trigonometric configuration of the displacement 
diagram so the equations representing their profiles can be written in 
simple forms. From these equations the first, second, and third deriva-
tives can be calculated. This allows an evaluation of the motion of 
Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed in the 
Bibliography, 
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the cam follower. These basic motions have their limitations, so they 
are not the best solution to all cam problems. They do, however, pro-
vide a good base from which to work for much of the continued research 
in cam design. One such use is the combination of parts of the basic 
motions to form a better motion. C. N. Neklutin (5) presented a method 
of combining segments of different trigonometric-type cam motions from 
which he developed profiles that he called "modified trigonometric-
type" of cam profile„ This method of combining segments of different 
types of cam profiles led to the development of the well known modified 
trapezoidal cam profile. It is named for the shape of its acceleration 
curve and is a combination of the parabolic and the cycloidal type 
motions utilizing the good qualities of each. A useful and complete 
procedure for its design was developed by Viktoras Bilaisis (6). 
Methods have been developed by Schmidt (7) and Kloomok and Muffley (8) 
which combine segments of different cam profiles to produce more suit-
able cams for specialized uses. 
Another type of profile which is useful in cam design is that 
based upon numerical procedures0 The advent of the digital computer 
has made these methods as practical to use as those based on geometric 
or trigonometric-type motions. Many of these procedures base the cam 
curve on a polynomial equation with the constants calculated from the 
end conditions specified for the desired curve and its derivatives. 
Kloomok and Muffley (9) used a polynomial with ten constants to develop 
profiles. A well-known polynomial cam is the "polydyne" cam. The con-
stants of the polynomial are found using boundary conditions for the 
displacement and its first three derivatives. D. Stoddart (10.) has 
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presented a detailed method of design for this type of cam. Johnson 
(11), and Shafer and Krause (12) used the method of finite differences 
to• develop cam profiles. 
Other design methods for cam profiles have also been presented 
to be used for special purposes. T. Weber, Jr. (13), presented a 
method of design using filter theory, C. N. Neklutin (14-) presented a 
method whereby the cam was designed based on the acceleration diagram 
rather than the displacement diagram, and J. H. Carlson (15) based his 
method on the criterion of a constant load. Methods which predict and 
eliminate vibration resulting from the cam action were also formulated 
(16,17). 
For many applications where the follower system cannot be con-
sidered rigid, the design procedure must include the action of the, cam 
follower as well as the cam. Investigation of the cam and follower 
system often includes the change in follower motion as a result of the 
deformation at the point of contact between the cam and follower (18, 
19)o Also a method was presented by which the motion of the follower 
was predicted considering the higher harmonics of the basic follower 
motion (20), 
Study of the cam-follower system is of particular interest for 
automotive cams0 In the internal combustion engine the follower system 
is relatively flexible and the camshaft must run at high speeds as well 
as through a large range of speeds. The analysis of the cam alone is 
not sufficient,, The valve opening and the engine performance, rather 
than the actual cam profile, are the basis of cam evaluation. In 194-8 
W. M„ Dudley (21) presented a method of valve cam design which included 
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effects of mass, flexibility, valve spring force, and gas pressure. 
His method concluded with the modification of a given ideal cam profile 
to one which, considering all other factors, would give the required 
follower motiono A similar method of altering the cam profile using 
the polydyne cam as the basic cam contour was presented by D. Stoddart 
(22,23,24) in 1952. Markhauser (25) also used the polydyne cam profile 
as a basis in his work to eliminate oscillations of the valve train at 
high engine speeds„ In some cases the cam profile may not be based on 
any classical type motion at all, but just the required valve motion 
(26)„ This motion is modified to obtain good dynamic characteristics 
along with good engine operation. 
The digital computer has helped in the development of techniques 
to predict the motion and vibrations of the follower (valve) for given 
cam contours. Techniques have been developed which assist in evaluating 
cam profiles considering the follower response (27,28). Vibrations are 
used as a factor for determining minimum cam size (29,30) for some 
operations,, The prediction of errors in the cam follower system (31), 
the deflection in the camshaft caused by the torque on the cam (33), 
and the effects of spring loading to maintain contact with the cam (34) 
are other factors which have been considered by engineers in their 
studies of cam and follower systems. 
The manufacture of cams presents another problem. Many methods 
of manufacture of a given profile are available (35). The actual pro-
file of the cam, which is; different from the follower path, must be 
determined„ The calculation of the shape of the cam profile depends 
upon the type of follower system to be used. Simplified mathematical 
5 
methods have been developed to obtain the coordinate points for a given 
system (36,37)o These may be used in place of graphical layouts. The 
computer has proven helpful for calculating the coordinates to very 
high degrees of accuracy (38). 
The usual way of producing a cam from design specifications is 
the method of incremental cutting; that is, the cam is formed by making 
straight or circular cuts through a finite number of precision points. 
Then the surface is smoothed between the precision points using a hand 
or machine approximationa. In order to eliminate some of the manufac-
turing errors resulting from incremental cutting, new manufacturing 
methods and machinery have been developed. Recent innovations in cam 
generating equipment are: the tape-controlled milling machines and 
grinders«, These machines cut a profile defined by a very large number 
of coordinate points which are recorded on paper or magnetic tape and 
fed into the machine0 A computer is usually used to produce the high 
accuracy necessary for the coordinate points to produce tapes accurate 
enough to utilize these machines to their fullest (39). The advantages 
of the tape-controlled mills and grinders include their versatility--
they do not require a master cam—and the fact that they can maintain1 
a high degree of accuracy (40,41). One disadvantage of the tape-
controlled machine is the expense of the equipment involved. This 
eliminates its use by many small manufacturers whose work might include 
cam manufacture <, 
Another innovation in cam manufacture is the use of the elec-
tronic template. A machine traces an electrically conductive line on 
a drawing, Of course the accuracy of such an arrangement is dependent 
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upon the accuracy of the drawing as well as that of the tracer mecha-
nism (42). Here again expensive and specialized equipment, which is 
not available to many designers, is needed. A machine which will 
generate many variations of cams from a single master using different 
linkages between the master and the cutter is also available (43). 
During the cutting operation this machine duplicates the environmental 
conditions under which the cam will operate. For complementary cam 
systems a method has been devised so that the two cams can be machined 
back to back and therefore will be a matched pair and give improved 
performance (44). 
Most of the previously mentioned methods of manufacture may be 
utilized to produce a cam from the mathematical or graphical specifica-
tions. When cams are to be mass produced, th©y are almost always 
produced through a tracing operation which duplicates a master cam, 
This may be done using a tracer controlled milling machine or cam 
grinder (45). These use some type of follower on the master which will 
position the cutter in the correct location with respect to the material 
from which the cam is being fabricated. The types of followers and 
systems used to maintain the relation between the follower and cutter 
vary. The simplest is a mechanical system with a direct linkage from 
the follower to the cutter. This is simple but usually requires high 
contact pressures between the master cam and follower. Other systems 
using electric or hydraulic servo systems between the follower and cut-
ter may be used. There are systems where the follower is not mechanical, 
but a beam of light. For all of these types very little pressure is 
required between the master and the follower. 
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Of course in any manufacturing operation there will be some 
errors involved„ Finite difference methods have been used to predict 
the dynamic effects on the follower system as a result of machining 
tolerances and errors (46,47,48)„ The effects of error from rounding 
off of theoretical curves in incremental cutting have also been pre-
dicted using numerical analysis (49). 
Also important to the total manufacturing operation are the 
inspection and checking; of the cam. Many new methods and much new 
equipment has been developed to keep pace with the new manufacturing 
methods for cams (50), One new technique uses gauging equipment which 
utilizes a digital voltmeter to display the values of the coordinate 
points of the cam contour (51). It provides a very fast yet accurate 
measurement at precision points spaced as close as 0.30 degrees around 
the cam. Another precision checking set up which includes a checking 
device which will measure to radial accuracy of 0.00005 inch is described 
by J, H„ Nourse (52). The data from this instrument is recorded on tape 
and then fed to a computer programed to evaluate the cam by comparing it 
to a theoretical model. Both of these methods have only limited appli-
cations because of the expense of the equipment involved and because 
the accuracy of the measurements is normally needed only for the pro-
duction of a very precise master cam. 
The last factor that should be considered here is the wear of 
the cam and follower„ This problem does not affect the dynamics of the 
cam follower system in the design stage. It is related more to the 
metallurgical requirements of the cam and follower and the specifica-
tion of the correct lubidcants for the system (53,54,55). Though wear 
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on the cam surface cannot be eliminated completely, preferably the cam 
follower system is designed so that the follower wears more easily than 
the cam. In most systems the follower can be adjusted to compensate 
for wear without major modifications, and is the less expensive to 
replace if this is necessary. Therefore, much of the discussions of 
wear of cam systems involves the follower and not the cam. 
Cams Using Elastic Curves in Their Design 
Previous Work 
The idea of using an elastic band to help generate a cam profile 
has been investigated only in a very limited manner. F. L. Borun (56) 
in Russia designed a cam using the elastic curve of a deformed steel band 
as a profile to be traced with a special cam copying fixture. K. Lindner 
(57) in Germany used an elastic band as a mold to produce a plastic 
master cam. 
Borun outlined a method of basing a cam profile on an elastic 
curve. He derived the equations for only one configuration of elastic 
curve, the rise equal to one-half the run. This derivation assumed the 
curve to be in the form of a linear displacement diagram. No consider-
ation was given to the effects on the elastic curve because the actual 
band is not in the shape of the displacement diagram, but wrapped around 
to form the shape of a cam. He prepared velocity and acceleration curves 
from the displacement diagram and compared the maximum values of the 
acceleration and the dynamic load factor, 
SFffl 
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of conventional cam profiles, such as constant acceleration, constant 
3 3 
d y/dx", and modified trapezoidal acceleration with the elastic curve. 
Although elastic band curves compared well with the conventional cam 
contours under the conditions given by Borun, these conditions gave false 
impressions because the comparison values are based on the, displacement 
diagram elastic curve and not the true shapeo Also Borun assumed that 
the acceleration curve would not be discontinuous even though the draw-
ing of the acceleration curve seemed to have a finite jump at the point 
of •initial rise, He attributes this seeming discrepancy to the clamping 
of the band in a. copying fixture, which he says will cause the accelera-
tion curve to be continuous. 
In his paper, K„ Lindner discussed the production of a master cam 
using an elastic band as a mold for a plastic master cam. His purpose 
was to duplicate existing cam profiles. The mold was formed by clamping 
an elastic band at a large number of precision points so that the mold 
would have the same profile as the cam to be duplicated; therefore, the 
need for incremental cutting to produce the master cam would be elimi-
nated. The elastic curve was only used to approximate the cam profile 
between precision points and not as a basis for the profile itself. He 
did no analytical work to predict the curve between the precision points. 
The Elastic Band Cam 
The two basic problems associated with cams are the profile design 
and the cam production0 The profile should have acceptable character-
istics with respect to both the function which it will serve and the 
dynamics of the system,and the production requires suitable accuracy to 
design specifications with the required accuracy. 
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The elastic band cam provides a solution to both of these prob-
lems through its basic structure. Its formation from a continuous 
elastic band provides a method of fabrication producing the exact design 
contour and this contour can be designed to have the necessary dynamic 
characteristics,, This cam is fabricated using a solid boss, a thin 
elastic band for its profile, and a backing by matrix material (Figure 
l)o The angle of rise always equals the angle of return and therefore 
it is symmetric„ Its advantages stem from the fact that its profile 
consists of a continuous elastic band. Its shape is that of an elastic 
deflection curve„ Therefore.it has continuous derivatives at all points 
between constraining forces. When an external point force is applied to 
the band, the shape of the curve will change and only the first and 
second derivatives will be continuous at that point. At points where 
both an external force and moment are applied to the band, only the, 
first derivative is continuous. Referring again to Figure 1, note that 
the cam profile has a continuous displacement with continuous velocity, 
acceleration, and all higher derivatives at all points except the points 
where the band makes contact with the hub and at the toe of the cam. 
At the toe the acceleration is continuous, and at the points of contact 
the acceleration can be made continuous for special configurations of 
the cam. A cam is made to fit the design specifications by constraining 
a band of the correct length so that it has the desired angles of rise 
and return and the correct measure of rise. The shape of the profile 
is determined by the shape of the free elastic curve of the band. 
An important quality of the elastic band cam is the ease of 
fabrication0 Most cams are made from design specifications using the 
11 
Matrix Material to be Used 








Point of Contact Between Band 
and Hub 
CL = Angle of Ris< 
R = Radius of Base Cirele 
Figure 1. The Elastic Band Cam 
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method of incremental cutting. In contrast, the elastic band cam is 
produced by constraining the elastic band according to previously 
calculated conditions necessary to produce the required elastic curve. 
Then the void within the cam is filled with a matrix material. This 
produces directly a smooth profile which is exactly the profile as 
predicted by the mathematical representation of the elastic curve. 




Justification for the Work 
The initial step when undertaking the study of the elastic band 
cam was to determine if useful results could be expected from this work. 
The answer to this question can be found by referring back to the basic 
definition of the cam and its expected properties as given in Chapter I. 
The cam profile is formed from a continuous steel band which will have ; 
the shape of an elastic deflection curve over the rise and return por-
tions., The derivatives of this curve are continuous except at points 
where there is an external constraint on the band, that is, at the 
points of contact with the ,hub and at the toe of the cam. At the toe 
only the velocity and acceleration are continuous, and at the points of 
contact with the hub, only the velocity is necessarily continuous. 
Fortunately, the discontinuities in the acceleration can be eliminated 
by designing a special case of the cam where the curvature of the band 
equals the curvature of the hub at the point of contact between the two. 
These general characteristics, such as a continuous acceleration, which 
the elastic band cam can possess are characteristics that any cam with 
good dynamic qualities also possess. Further study to determine morê  
about the characteristics of elastic band cams could be expected to show 
that they would be of use for practical applications. 
The theoretical profile is not the only quality of the elastic 
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band cam which might prove an advancement in cam design. The elastic 
band cam is fabricated by a process entirely unlike any conventional 
methodo The cam is formed by constraining an elastic band according to 
the specifications which define the cam. In this way the cam is pro-
duced using the same principles for its fabrication as were used as the 
basis of its profile: the elastic deflection curve. Therefore, the 
actual cam profile should be the exact shape of the design profile, 
Also, the elastic band forms a continuous, mechanically smooth surface 
on the cam. This method of fabrication is an innovation which may 
prove very useful for cam manufacture, and therefore further enhances 
the desirability of continued study of this cam. 
Procedures 
The study of.the elastic band cam involves two basic parts: 
(1) the analytical predictions of the cam profile and follower paths, 
and (2) the experimental work including the fabrication and testing of 
sample elastic band cams. The first step in the analytical evaluation 
of the cams is to obtain the shapes of the elastic curves forming the 
cams and thereby describe ,the cam profile. One general method of find-
ing the shape of a deflected elastic member is to establish the second 
order non-linear differential equation relating the curvature to the 
moment at any point on the member from the Bernoulli-Euler law. The 
differential equation, then must be solved to obtain the equations for 
the shape of the curve. An alternate method is to find an elastic 
curve which is defined by a set of known equations and part of whose 
shape is the same as the shape of the elastic cam curve. The equations 
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defining the cam curve are then obtained from the equations of the 
known curve0 This method, based on the principle of elastic similarity, 
is used in this study. 
First, the equations for a set of elastic curves known as 
elasticas are developed according to work by R. Frisch-Fay (58). The 
cam curves can all be matched to a portion of one of these elasticas 
and the equations for the cam curve obtained from the equations of the 
elasticas. The coordinate system in which the cam curves are initially 
described is not appropriate for use as the coordinate system of the 
cam. The equations are transformed to a polar coordinate system with , 
the origin at the center of the cam to simplify the evaluation of the , 
profile,, 
The evaluation of the cam must include the action of a follower 
operating on the cam, not just the profile of the cam. The elastic 
band cam differs from conventional cams in this respect. In conven-
tional cam design, the path of the follower is fixed by the design and 
a cam profile developed from this follower path, so that the action of 
the specified type of follower on the cam matches the designed follower 
path„ For the elastic band cam the shape of the cam is fixed and the 
follower paths differ for each type of follower. Therefore, each 
elastic band cam must be evaluated with respect to the follower path ; 
it produces with given followers. For this purpose procedures are 
developed which calculate the path of a given follower from the profile 
of an elastic band cam. The evaluation of the cams involves the pre-
sentation and comparison of maximum accelerations, changes in accelera-
tion or jerks, and higher harmonics of the accelerations. Computer. 
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programs are used to calculate the cam profile, the follower paths, and 
their derivatives and harmonics. 
The experimental portion of the analysis includes the fabrication 
and testing of three sample elastic band cams. The purpose is to verify-
that a cam can be fabricated according to the procedure outlined, and 
that the cams produced in such a manner do correlate with the analytic 
data calculated, A fixture to facilitate the cam manufacture and a cam 
testing jig were designed and built. The holding fixture is required 
to apply the required constraints on an elastic band while the matrix 
material sets and fixes the shape of the cam. The testing fixture is 
designed to measure the camshaft displacement, the cam follower dis-
placement, and the follower acceleration. Plots of the follower dis-
placement versus camshaft displacement and follower acceleration versus 
camshaft displacement are produced from measurements from the test jig. 
These plots are compared with the corresponding plots compiled from the 
analytical data to show that the predicted follower path is the same as 
the path of a follower on a sample cam„ 
Results to be Obtained 
With the procedures for analyzing elastic band cams developed 
and verified experimentally, the next step is to obtain and present a 
set of data that will be an aid in the design of elastic band cams.. 
This set of data allows a designer to predict some of the character-
istics of a cam without going through an involved series of calcula-
tions . The important output from any cam is the follower path, but for 
a particular elastic band cam, the follower output path will vary with 
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the type and dimensions of the follower system. To obtain the accelera-
tion characteristics of the follower paths on an elastic band cam, first 
a set of charts showing the acceleration characteristics of the cam 
profiles is presented„ Then a second set of charts is presented which 
shows a comparison of the cam profile with the follower path for 
typical follower systems. Using these two sets of charts, the accelera-
tion of a follower operating on amy elastic band cam can be predicted. 
Additional information about some typical elastic band cams and fol-
lowers is obtained through a harmonic analysis of their acceleration 
curveso These constituent harmonics are presented so that the changes 
in the harmonics due to variations,of the parameters of the :cam may be 
noted, 
This set of data allows a designer to select a suitable elastic 
band cam from a number which might fit his basic specifications by 
allowing him to predict the characteristics of the possible choices. 
He may need to calculate the complete characteristics of the cam he 
selects, but he need onl}r do this for one cam, and not all the possible 
choices c 
In summary, the objective of the thesis is to derive expressions 
which will analytically describe the shape of elastic band cams and the 
paths of followers operating on the cams. These are experimentally 
verified along with the feasibility of manufacture. Finally, using 
the .expressions derived, a set of data is calculated which can be used 
by a designer to predict the characteristics of an elastic band cam 
and the follower system. 
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CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF ELASTIC BAND CAM PROFILES 
The key to the analysis of the profiles of the elastic band cam 
lies in the formulation of a mathematical expression for the curve of 
the elastic band forming the contour. This solution is basically the 
analysis of a thin elastic beam loaded in such a manner as to make its 
deflections large„ 
Elastic Curve for a Beam with a Large Deflection 
Investigation of the deflections of a loaded beam may begin with 
the Bernoulli-Euler law, which states that the bending moment at any 
point on the beam is proportional to the change in curvature caused by 
the action of the load. The basic formula 
r EI ds 
is immediately applicable when the equation of the deflection curve is 
given in the intrinsic form S •= f(cf>) where s is measured along the 
length of the arc and (f> is the slope at s. The curvature is expressed 
in rectangular coordinates as 
2 2 
1 d y / d x (o_0\ 
r " 9 3/2 
[i + (dy/dxrr7^ 
JL, 
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The negative sign results from the convention of considering downward 
deflections positive. Combination of Equations (3-1) and (3-2) results 
in a second order nonlinear differential equation from which can be 




E I [1 + (dy/dx)2]273 
where M is a function of y. 
In much engineering work where the load on the beam will cause 
2 
only a small deflection, the higher order differential (dy/dx) is often 
neglected, producing a linear solution for the deflection curve. But 
in the case of a slender beam, such as the elastic band here considered, 
the deflections will be large and the slope is not negligible. Hence, 
the nonlinear form must be kept intact. 
The buckled shape of a vertical, thin column under vertical load 
(Figure' 2), which is a simple case, has been presented in equation form 
by R. Frisch-Fay (58)a He gives equations for the x and y coordinates 
of any point on the column and the length of the arc measured along the 
column to any point,such as B. These are: 
x = i[2E(p9(J>) - F(p,(J>)] 
y =^C2 p cos<j>] (3-4) 
s = £ F(p,(j)) 
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Figure 2. Vertical Thin Column Under Vertical Load 
^ 1 
Figure 3. Reflecting a Basic Strut About the Ground Line 
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p 1/2 
where he defined k = (7—J and h as the total horizontal deflection 
4]F 
Then p is defined as a proportionality factor between the two quanti-
ties: 
p = ̂  (h k ) , 0 < p 2 < 1. 
The angle ip is defined as the angle between the tangent to the beam 
and the x axis. Then the angle (j) is defined from if; and p and substi-
tuted into the equations so that they can be expressed in terms of 
elliptic integrals: 
sinip/2 . -1 
sin 
Also used in the equations are: 
P = Vertical Force on the Beam. 
<E = Young's Modulus of Elasticity. 
I = Moment of Inertia of the Beam. 
In these equations E(p,cj>) and F(p,cf>) represent the Jacobian elliptic 
integralso They are expressed in Legendre's standard form for the . 
first kind as: 
F(p,4>) = / 
d<f> 
n M 2 • 2A^/ 2 
0 CI - p s m cf>) 
and for the second kind as 
2 . 2,,1/2 
E(p9(J>) = / (1 - p̂ 'sin (j)) dcj) 
0 
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The complete elliptic integrals will also be used: They are special 
cases of elliptic integrals when the upper limit -<J> equals — „ A com-
plete elliptic integral of the first kind is: 
77/2 ^ 
K(P) = / / % 1/2 
0 (1 - p sin <j>) ' 
and a complete e l l i p t i c in tegra l of the second kind i s : 
7 1 / 2 9 9 1 / 9 
E (p) = / • (1 - p s i n V ) d<j) 
0 
Frisch-Fay denotes the modulus of the elliptic integrals as p. 
This is not the same as the section modulus of,the beam, EI. To 
utilize this solution the modulus p must be found using the geometric 
configurations of the column and assuming it does not change in length 
during bending. The vertical column configuration will be referred to 
as a basic strutc 
If the figure of Figure 2 is reflected about the fixed ground 
line, the symmetric form Figure 3 results. Here the ground member is 
eliminatedo This curve is twice the length of the original curve AC 
and is acted on by equal and opposite forces P at the two ends. If a 
series of such shapes are added together by joining them at the ends 
so that the end forces will be equal and opposite, a shape such as is 
shown in Figure 4(a) is formed. If the deflected shape of the original 
vertical column were such that the free end deflected below the level 
of the ground line, a final shape similar to the shape in Figure 4(b) ~ 
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Undulating Elasticas Nodal Elastica 
Figure 4. Elastic Curves (Elasticas) Formed 
from a Series of Basic Struts 
Figure 5. A Vertical Column Under Vertical Load Applied 
Through a Rigid Lever Producing a Moment Pa at B 
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is formed0 These elastic curves are called "Undulating Elasticas." 
Note that the points C and C', where the U-shapes were joined are 
points of contraflexure, i.e. points at which the curvature is zero. 
A different shape will be formed by a vertical thin column when 
it is buckled by a force P applied through a constant moment arm a, as 
is shown in Figure 5. The direction of the force P is,always vertical, 
and the moment applied by it to the end-point of the column is always 
M = Pa0 Also the line of action of P does not intersect a continuation 
of the elastic curve c This second column configuration is also referred 
to as a basic strut„ 
Expressions for this second basic shape are also given by Frisch-
Fay and are as follows: 
x = JH:E( P,^/2) - (1 - ̂ -) F(p,T|//2)] 
2 
y = —— cosd) (3-5) 
pk 
s = 2- F(p,-Tj>/2) 
where 
P 1/2 
* = $ 
P = F h • (o < P 2 < " 
= sin '[p sin(iJ//2)] 
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If such a shape as is in Figure 5 is reflected about the ground 
line, a new U-shape results; and if a series of such shapes are added 
together, in the same way as it was previously discussed in forming 
the elasticas of Figure M-(a), (b), so now a new shape of elastica is 
formed* This appears in Figure 4(c) and is called the "Nodal Elastica/' 
It has only one node (or crossing point) per wavelength. It may also 
be noted that it has no points of zero curvature„. 
By the principle of elastic similarity originally enunciated by 
Euler and further demonstrated by Frisch-Fay (59), an elastica or any 
other elastic curve can be divided into sections, and if the same force 
and moment are applied to the ends of the sections as were applied by 
the continuous curve, each section retains the shape it had when it 
was a part of the total curve.. Therefore the shape of an elastic curve 
with a given length and section modulus, EI, is a function of the forces 
and moments on the ends. That is, two elastic members having the same 
length and section modulus will have the same shape if their end con-
ditions are the same. 
In Figure 6 two simple examples show how a cantilever beam can 
be considered a part of the elastica utilizing the principle of elastic 
similarityo In these examples the cantilever is fitted to a portion of 
the elastica so that the load on the beam and the load shaping the 
elastica coincideo This is at the point of contraflexure of the 
undulating elastica. The other end of the beam is oriented so that 
its tangent is the same as the tangent of the elastica at that point. 
Then assuming that the portion of the elastica and the beam have the 
same length and the same section modulus, the shape of the elastica 
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Horizontal Cantilever Under Inclined Load 
Figure 6. Illustrations of the Principle of Elastic Similarity 
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and the beam must be the same. By transforming the equations of the 
portion of the elastica given in the x,y system to the .x',y' coordinate 
system of the beam, the equations describing the elastic deflection 
curve of the beam are obtained. 
The Elastic Curve of the Cam Profile 
The principle of elastic similarity can now be applied to the 
elastic curve of the steel band which forms the profile of any cam 
under study0 The first step in the calculations is to relate the 
elastic curve of the cam to a part of an elastica so that the end con-
ditions are satisfied, thereby insuring similarity. This is done when 
the values of the parameters defining the elastica and the exact portion 
of that elastica that the cam curve fits are foundo Secondly, the equa-
tions for the elastic curve can always be derived from the equations of 
the elastica by a simple coordinate transformations. 
An Important question which must be considered at this point is: 
Will a fit between any given cam curve and an elastica exist? An 
elastica is formed by applying a force or both a force and a moment to 
the ends of an elastic member of given length and section modulus. 
Because of the infinite number of values of each of these parameters, 
the force, moment, length, and EI:) it is safe to assume that an elas-
tica with a segment having any desired combination of length, section 
modulus, and forces and moments on the ends can be obtained. Therefore, 
an elastica will exist: which will have a portion to match any physically 
possible elastic curve, 
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R s Radius of Base Circle 
Ct = Angle of Rise 
_D = Distance From Center to Maximum Rise 
L = Total Length of Elastic Band 
Force 
Figure 7. Parameters for Elastic Band Cam 
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As described in Chapter I the elastic band cam is formed when 
an elastic band of length L is wrapped around a hub of radius R, leav-
ing the hub so as to give an angle of rise equal to a. It is con-
strained at the toe by a force so that the distance from the center of 
the hub to the toe is equal to D (Figure 7)„ The band completely cir-
cumscribes the cam starting and ending at the point N'. The portions 
from M to N and from N to MV have the shape of a free elastic curve,, 
The cam is always symmetric about: the line NNf , Therefore, the shape 
of the cam profile can be determined if the shape of the elastic curve 
from M to N is determined 
Fitting the Cam Curve to an Elastica 
The shape of the elastic curve forming the profile of a cam is 
found by fitting this curve to an elastica. . In order to fit one elas-
tic curve to a portion of another, it must be shown that the .sections 
in question are congruent0 Since : the shape of the cam curve is not 
known, the only criteria to determine the particular elastica and what 
portion of that elastica fits the cam curve are: The position and 
orientation of the ends., the length, and the section modulus. 
The principle of elastic similarity is utilized with this 
Information to fit the cam curve to an elastica. From this principle 
it is known that two elastic members will be congruent if they have 
the same length and section modulus and have the same end conditions, 
that is, the same forces and moments applied at their ends. The forces 
and moments on the, ends of an elastic member will cause a particular 
orientation of one end with respect to the other. Therefore, if two 
members of the same length and section modulus run between the same 
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two points, and the -orientation between their respective ends is the 
same, their shapes between the two points are exactly the same., 
Now setting up these end conditions, if the two halves of the 
cam curve which connect at the point of maximum rise are to be formed 
from a continuous band., constrained by at most a point force, they 
must have the same tangent and equal curvature at that point. Since 
the cam is symmetric, this tangent must be perpendicular to the line 
of symmetry of the cam and the curvature is necessarily the same 
At the point where the band meets the base circle, it usually needs to 
be acted on by both a force and a moment resulting in a fixed end con-
dition o Therefore, the sections of the band on each side of this 
point need have only a common tangent if they are to be formed from a 
continuous bando The end points on the band are also a fixed distance 
from each other<, This distance is determined by the lengths R and D 
and the angle a between them. 
On an elastica there are points of maximum curvature occurring 
at the midpoint of each loop and points of minimum curvature occurring 
midway between two loops„ The curve between a point of maximum curva-
ture and a point of minimum curvature has the form of a basic strut, 
the basic shape which is used:to construct the elasticas. The equa-
tions which describe the elastica are the equations for each of these 
sections. These equations are defined in the x,y coordinate system 
associated with the basic strut (see Figures 2 and 5), The equations 
for each section are the same with respect to each coordinate system, 
but the orientation of the coordinate systems differ. Therefore, to 





Figure 8. Configurations of the Elastic Cam Curve with the Elasticas 
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Figure 9. Configurations of Elastic Cam Curves Containing 
Point of Contraflexure with the Elastica 
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encompasses only one or more than one of these sections. There are 
seven configurations of fits between cam curves and elasticas that 
must be considered (Figures 8 and 9). There are still others possible, 
but they will produce curves too complicated to be of use as cam pro-
files and therefore are not of interest for the study of the elastic 
band cam. In Figure 8(a), (b), (c), and (d) are a progression of fits 
around a • loop of an elastica. For configurations (b), (c), and (d) 
this may be the loop of either of the elasticas, but configuration (a) 
fits the nodal elastica only because the two consecutive loops of the , 
elastica must be on the same side of the line of action of the force P. 
Configurations (e), (f)., and (g) (Figure 9) are also a progression of 
fits around a loop of an elastica., For these three configurations the 
fit must be with an undulating elastica because the cam curve always 
includes a point of contraflexure. The parameters defining a particular 
cam determine which of the configurations the cam curve matches. Note 
that in Figure 8(a), (d), and Figure 9(e), (f), (g), the fit between 
the cam curve and an elastica includes portions from more than one of 
the basic strut sections. Therefore, more than one x,y coordinate 
system is included for these configurations. Discrimination among the 
systems in such cases is noted by subscripts on the coordinates. The 
configurations of fits shown in Figures 8 and 9 will be referred to by 
the letter associated with them in these figures. 
Progressions of the fit of the cam curve with an elastica around 
a loop as shown in Figures 8 and 9 result when the length of the cam 
curve is varied while the other cam parameters, R, D, and a, remain 
constant. The minimum length of the band produces cam curves that fit 
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an elastica according to configuration (a) or (e). As the length of 
the band increases the angle n, defined as the angle from the center-
line of the loop of the elastica to the cam centerline, decreases. 
More complicated progressions composed of parts of each of the pro-
gressions illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 are also a possibility. Such 
a progression may result when a cam curve defined by a given set of 
parameters R, D, and a, and the minimum length band fits an elastica 
according to configuration (a). But as the length of the band 
increases, a length is reached where the elastic curve must take on a 
reverse curvature in order to form the specified cam. Therefore, the 
configuration of the fit between the cam curve and the elastica must 
change from the type shown in Figure 8 to a fit of the type shown in 
Figure 9. For this progression the angle n must still decrease con-
tinuously as the length of the band increases, just as it did for the 
simple progression. Once a cam curve has a reverse curvature, it will 
continue to include a reverse curvature as the length of the band 
increases. 
There are two special cases which occur during a progression, 
The first is the case where the curvature of the elastic band at the 
point of contact with the base circle is equal to the curvature of the 
base circle. This is a very important situation because the resulting 
cam has a continuous acceleration. This case occurs only when the 
length of the band is the minimum length and when the center of curva-
ture of the band at the point of contact with the base circle coincides 
with the cam center. This cam curve fits an elastica according to 
configuration (a). Although configuration (e) is also a configuration 
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for the minimum length of the, band, it can never form this special case 
because its center of curvature at the point of contact with the base 
circle is on the opposite side of the band from the center of the base 
circle, and therefore the two centers can never coincide. There is 
only one length of band for any given set of parameters R, D, and a, 
which will form this special case of the cam. 
The other special case is formed when no constraint is required 
at the toe of the cam to give the required rise. Therefore, the cam 
curve will be a free elastic curve between the points of contact with 
the base circle.. The entire cam curve, not just one half of it, must 
fit a single elastica. This requires that the center line of the loop 
of the elastica coincide with the line of symmetry of the cam. This 
condition is met in either configuration (c) or (f). For any set of 
parameters R, D, and a, there is only one length of band which will 
produce a cam according to this special case. 
Calculations of the Parameters Defining the Fit 
Between a Cam Curve and an Elastica 
To find the equation of the cam curve we must first determine 
exactly which elastica and what portion of that elastica the cam curve 
fitSc To do this, the values of the parameters defining the elastica 
and those locating the correct portion of that elastica, must be found. 
If we refer back to Equations (3-4) and (3-5), it can be noted that x 
and y are functions of p, k, and \p. Therefore, for known values of the 
two parameters p and k, together with the type of elastica, either 
undulating or nodal, the elastica is completely defined by the parametric 
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equations for x and y as a function of \p. The location on the elastica 
is defined by I(J. TO define the end points of the cam curve M and N on 
the elastica, the values of \b.t and ib„ must be found. 
• M N 
Therefore, the parameters for which values must be found in order 
to define the fit between a cam curve, and an elastica are: p, k, ^ , 
and \p , and the< type of elastica. To establish the values of these 
parameters the configuration of the fit between the cam curve and the 
elastica, i.e. which one of the parts of Figures 8 and 9 represent the 
fit, must first be decided since the method of determining the values 
differs for each configuration. The methods whereby the values of 
parameters p, k, \p , and \p , and the type of elastica can be established 
for each of the seven configurations are presented in the next seven 
sections of this chapter. For each case the cam curve is defined by the 
parameters R, D, a, and LT, LT is the length of the portion of the cam 
profile from M to N (Figure 7). This can be calculated from the value 
of the total length of the band L using the equation: 
, _ L 180 - a , D s /i c\ 
L " 1 ~ — I ? b ~ ( 7 T R ) (3"6) 
Cam Curve -Configuration (a). This configuration fits the cam 
curve with a portion of the nodal elastica (Figure 8 and 10). It will 
encompass parts of two bassic strut sections of the elastica so a sepa-
rate coordinate system must be used to define each section, x , y , and 
x_, y , Given the values of the cam parameters R, D, a and L', we must 
find the values of p, k, il , and iD>T to establish the elastica to which 
r M N 
the cam curve is fitted and portion of that elastica used. The values 
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% = 180° 
Figure 10. Illustration of Elastic Curve Configuration (a) 
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of p and k relate to the elastica and must be constant for all parts of 
the elastica. The angles the tangents from the points M and N make with 
the respective x-axes are \bx, and ikT. For the nodal elastica the tangent 
M N 
to the point midway between two loops, point C, is parallel to the x-axis 
so \b - 180°. Also the x-axes of all sections will lie along the same 
c r fe-
line, the line of action of the forces forming the elastica. 
A set of equations from which the necessary values can be obtained 
is derived from the geometry of the fit as shown in Figure 10. The rela-
tion between a, ip , and \p is calculated by summing the values of the ; 
angles included in the angle a at the center point of the cam as follows: 
a = (180° - i|>__) + (90° - ifO + 90° 
M N 
a = 360° - i^ - ̂  (3-7) 
Summing the projections of the curved lengths MC and CN on the x and y 
axes and equating these to the. sum of the projections of the lengths R 
and D on the same lines we obtain: 
(x - x ) + (x - x ) =.R cos(i|) - 90) + D sin i|>N (3-8) 
M C N C 
- (y, - y, ) + (y9 - y9 ) =.R sin(^ - go) + D COS $ 
M . C N C 
As stated previously only the orientation of the coordinate systems for 
different sections of the elastica differ. Equations (3-8) have been 
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written so that they take into consideration these differences in orien-
tation . Since the equations of defining the x and y coordinates are 
alike within the respective coordinate systems for the sections of the 
elastica, we can substitute non-subscripted x's and y's in Equations 
(3-8). This reduces the equations to: 
XM ~ 2XC + XN = R siri^M + D sln^N ( 3 _ 9 ) 
~ y M
 + ŷ i - -R cosip.. + D cosi^T 
Next we must s u b s t i t u t e the express ions for the x and y coord ina tes of 
the e l a s t i c a from Equations (3-5) i n t o Equations ( 3 - 9 ) . This r e q u i r e s 
the i n t r o d u c t i o n of two new v a r i a b l e s d>„ and d>%T: 
Y M Y N 
- 1 ^ M 
<j>M = s in " (p s i n —) (3-10) 
- I ^N 
bN = s in • (p s in —) (3-11) 
2 
pk 
E ( p , - ^ ) - 2E1(p) + E(p,-yO - (1 - , ^ - ) [ F ( p , - ^ ) - 2K(p) - F ( p , ^ - ) ] 
= R sin^M + D sini|;N (3-12) 
2 
- ^ [coscf)N - coscf>M] = -R cosily t D cos^N (3-13) 
The complete elliptic integrals result when the upper limit of the 
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elliptic integral is equal to 90°. The expression for x is: 
xc = E(p,-f.) - [ 1 - 4 - ) Ffc.f) 
But ijj = 180°. The expression for x reduces to: 
2 
xc = E^p) - [l - ̂ -j K(p) 
This accounts for the presence of the complete elliptic integrals in 
Equation (3-12). 
Another condition which is imposed is that the cam curve and the 
portion of the elastica which it fits must have the same length. There-
fore the length of the cam curve MN as given by the parameter L' can be 
equated :to the length of the portion of the elastica to which it is 
fittedo One of the Equations (3-5) is an expression for the arc length 
of a basic strut measured from the ground link, point A. Therefore the 
length of the elastica between the points M and N is found by summing 
the lengths of the sections MG and NC. This length is then equated to 
L'. The resulting equation is: 
L' (s - s ) - (s - s. ) (3-14) 
C Lyi ZC M 
Like the x and y coordinate equations, the equations for the arc length 
within each section are the. same. Therefore Equation (3-14) reduces to: 
L' = 2s - sM - s.T 
c M N 
(3-15) 
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Substituting the expression for s from Equations (3-5), we obtain 
if; if; 
L' =2. [2K(p) - F(p,-^-) - F(p,-^-)] (3-16) 
Equations (3-9), (3-10), (3-11), (3-12), (3-13), and (3-16) forma 
system of six equations containing six unknowns, if; , if;̂ , cf>M, cf>„, pandk. 
Using the values for the given cam parameters R, D, a, and L', the 
system can be solved for the values of the unknowns which satisfy the 
system. A direct method of solution is impossible due to the complexity 
of the equations. A trial and error procedure is best used to obtain 
the solution as follows: 
Values for the unknowns p, and if; are initially assumed. The 
2 
value of p must be m the range 0 < p < 1 and the value of if; m the 
range 0 < if; < 180°. The value of if; is calculated from Equation (3-7), 
then the :values of cf> and cf> are calculated from Equations (3-10) and 
(3-11), The value of k is found from Equation (3-13). If the assump-
tion for p is correct with respect to the value of if; , then Equation 
(3-12) will be an equality. If the value of p is not correct, Equation 
(3-12) will not be satisfi.ed, and the error, being the difference in the 
values of the two sides of the equation, can be calculated. Then the 
initially assumed value of p is adjusted until this error is reduced 
below a specified limit. Next, to check the assumption for if;M, a value 
of Lf will be calculated, from Equation (3-16) and compared with the. 
given value of L'. If there is a difference between the two, it must be 
eliminated by adjusting the value of if; . Of course for each adjustment 
of if; , p must also be readjusted to maintain a value consistent with the 
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value of \bw. The final values of p, il> s and il> must be within their 
respective allowable ranges. The value of p must be in the range 
o 
0 < p < 1 and all values of ty must be in the range 0 < \p < 180°. If 
any of the calculated values are not in the required ranges, then the 
cam curve will not fit an elastica according to the assumed configura-
tion. The values that are calculated for p, k, ipM3 and ^M> and the fact 
that the elastica fitted is a nodal elastica, define the fit between the 
cam curve and the elastica for this configuration„ 
The configuration (a) is of special importance because it is the 
only configuration of the seven which can form a cam profile with a con-
tinuous acceleration over the entire profile, including the crossing at 
the toe, and the tangent points to the base circle. For this special 
case of configuration (a) an additional condition is imposed on the fit-
ting of the cam curve to the elastica. But if an extra condition is to 
be added, one of the parameters must be allowed a floating value. 
Therefore for a cam defined by R, D, and a, there will be only one length 
of band which will produce a cam with continuous acceleration. 
For this special case, the system of equations derived from the 
geometry of the cam curve and the elastica, Equations (3-7), (3-10), 
(3-11), (3-12), (3-13), and (3-16), is set up just as before. To these 
is added the condition that the radius of curvature of the band at M 
must equal the. radius of the base circle. The radius of curvature of 
the band is calculated from the equation: 




The procedure for the solution of the equations is the same as for the . 
general case for configuration (a) except that the value ofip is 
adjusted to make the radius of curvature of the band at M calculated 
from Equation (3-17) equal to the base circle radius R rather than 
making the calculated length of the band equal to a given value. Then 
L' is calculated from Equation (3-16).' 
Cam Curve Configuration (b)„ This configuration matches the cam 
curve to a portion of either the undulating or the nodal elastica. To 
find the values of ip , ip , p, and k defining the elastica and what por-
tion of it matches the cam curve, a system of equations is derived for 
each type elastica. For the undulating elastica: 
a = \p.. - jp 
= sm 
sin ̂ M/2 





k [2E(p,d>M) 2E(p,cJ)N) - F(p,cJ)M) + F(p,(J)N)] (3-18) 
R sin<j)M - D sincf)N 
2p 
~ [coscf)., - cosd)XT] = R cos (J).. - D cos<b.T 
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Note: The figure is drawn for undulating elastica. For the nodal 
elastica, the load P and the origin of the x,y coordinate 
system are located farther to the left along the y-axis. 
The general orientation of the lengths and angles of the 
cam curve remain the same. 
Figure 11. Illustration of the Elastic Curve Configuration (b) 
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L' = j^[F(p,*H) F(p,4>N)] 
and for the nodal elastica: 
a • = \b - \b 
>M = s i n • [p s i n *PM/2] 
!>N = s i n " " [ p s i n ^ / 2 ] 
2 
pk 
E(p,--J - E(p,—-J-,- (1 - iL-j F[p,—J - F(p,—) 
T>£ 
( 3 - 1 9 ) 
= R simp.. - D simp. . 
-T- [cos'^)., - cosd>XT] = R cosip,, - D cosipXT pk M N M N 
L " k 
FlP»-^-J " F[p9—J 
The values for p, k, \p , ip will all be within the allowable ranges, 
2 
0 < p < 1 and 0 < ip < 180°, for only one of the sets of equations since 
the cam curve will fit only one elastica. The values define the match 
between the cam curve and the elastica and the type elastica is apparent 
from which set of equations is used., 
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Cam Curve Configuration (c), The cam curve can fit either 
elastica for this configuration. There is no external loading on the 
band between the points of contact with the hub. Because of this 
additional condition, for given values of R, D, and a, there is only 
one value of L' which will form this type cam. Since there is no 
external load at the toe of the cam, the force P on the elastica is 
vertical (Figure 12)„. Therefore the y-axis of the elastica coincides 
with the ,centerline of the cam. 
The sets of equations from which the values of p, k, ipM, and ip 
can be found are: For the undulating elastica 
*M = a 
*M = 0 
>.. = sin M 
1 sin a/2~| 
i[2E(p,cf>M) - F(p,cf>M)] = R sina (3-20) 
-p- [cos*., - 1] = D - R cosa 
k M 
L' ^ ^ p - V 
and for the nodal elastica 
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vi/ = o c 
rN 
\b = a 
r M 
Figure 12. Illustration of Elastic Curve Configuration (c) 
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*M = « 
^N = ° 
<j> = s i n [p s i n a / 2 ] 
9 2 
^ [ E ( p , | ] - ( l - y F ( p , | •= R s ina (3-21) 
2 
—r- [coscfi - 1] = D - R cosa 
*•• = & « k ^ ' 2 ' 
The set of equations whose solution, for p, k, \p 9 and ip which is 
within the allowable range define the match between the cam curve and 
the elastica. 
Cam Curve Configuration (d). The cam curve can,match a portion 
of either elastica. The sets of equations from which the values of p, 
k, iii,, and liu can be found are: 
For the undulating elastica 
. -1 




t = 0< 
Figure 13. Illustration of Elastic Curve Configuration (d) 
-JikiijUi ;l_-i:-,iii 
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= s i n 
[ s i n if>N/2 
L P 
^ [2E(p,<(>M) + 2E(p,4>N) - F C p . y - F C p , ^ ) ] ( 3 - 2 2 ) 
= R sinip + D simp. 
2P r 
— [ c o s ^ 
- cos<|> ] = R cosip - D cosip, 
LV = J T [ F ( P > V + F(P>V ] 
nodal e l a s t i c a 
a = i | j , , + iti 
_ . - 1 . rM 
>M - s m p s m — 
. -1 
sm P sm — 
K. . * K. . ^ 
^ * = f e . ^ - C i - 9 t ^ + F^] ( 3 - 2 3 ) 
R sinip + D s in ik 
^ : [ c o s ^ - c o s ^ ] = R cosi{> - D cosip 
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1/ =E- F ( p > — ) + F U ? > — J 
The set of equations whose solution for p, k, ip , and ip̂  which is 
within the allowable range define the match between the cam curve and 
the elastica. 
Cam Curve Configuration (e). The cam curve will only match a 
portion of the undulating elastica since the elastic curve contains a 
point of contraflexure. The set of equations from which the parameters 
p, k, I|JM, and ip defining the fit between the cam curve and the elastica 
are: 
01 = *M " *N 
. -1 
= sin 






£ [4 E1(p) - 2E(p,4>M) - 2E(p,cj>N) (3-24) 
- 2K(p) + F(p,4>M) + F(p,4>N)] 
= R sinip,, - D sinikT 
$ - 90< 
gure 14. Illustration of Elastic Curve Configuration (e) 
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0/ = a 
t- 0° 
* . • 
90° 
Figure 15. Illustration of Elastic Curve Configuration (f) 
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~ [coS(f>M + cos<J)N] = -R cosi|;M + D c o s ^ 
L» = F [ 2 K ( p ) - F(p,<j)M) - F(p,(J)N)] 
Cam Curve Configuration (f). The cam curve in this form has no 
external load at the toe of the cam and a point of contraflexure. There-
fore, it can be fitted only to the undulating elastica with the y -axis 
of the elastica coinciding with the earn centerline. The set of equa-
tions from which the. parameters p, k, ^ , and ty„ defining the fit between 
the cam curve and the elastica are: 
*M = a 
*N = ° 
<J>M
 = Sin -1 sin a/2 
= 0 
~ [^(p) 2E(p,^M) - 2K(p) + F(p,<J)M)] (3-25) 
= R sina 
2£ 
n [1 - cos*..] = D - R cosa k M 
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Figure 16. Illustration of Elastic Curve Configuration (g) 
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L' = i [2K(p) - F(p,<f,M)] 
Cam Curve Configuration (g). This cam curve will only match a 
portion of the undulating elastica since the curve contains a point of 
contraflexure. The set of equations from which the parameters p, k, 
\ii„,! and ]b.T defining the fit between the cam curve and the elastica are: 
« = * M
 + * N 






 = s i n" 
sin iPN/2 
L P 
^ |>E1(p) - E(p,fM) + E(p,(|,N) (3-26) 
- 2K(p) + F(p,(J)M) - F(p,(f,N) 
R cosiii,, + D cosikT M N 
^ [cos(}>M + cosc}>N; -R sin\|\, + D sin\J\T M rN 
L< = £- [2K(p) - F(p,^M) + F(p,<|>N)] 
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Selecting the Correct Fit Between the Cam Curve and an Elastica 
Given that a cam curve matches an elastica according to one of 
the configurations (a) through (g), methods have just been presented 
which show how to select the elastica, specified by the type, p, and k, 
and what portion of that elastica, specified by the angles \p and \p , 
which will fit the cam curve. The next step is to be able to select 
the correct match between a cam curve to an elastica when the cam curve 
is specified in terms of the cam parameters R, D, a, and L. This is not 
a simple task because the cam parameters do not give a direct indication 
of which configuration the cam curve will fit. Therefore, a particular 
configuration must be assumed and then proven to be either correct or 
incorrect. The proof is to solve the equations associated with the 
configurations (a) through (g) for values of p, k, \p , and \p . If the 
values calculated for all of these unknowns lie within the acceptable 
2 
limits, 0 < p < 1 and 0 < ip < 180°, then the cam curve fits an elas-
tica according to the specified form. If any one of the variables is 
outside its acceptable range, then the cam curve does not match the 
chosen configuration. 
The next question is how can one assume a form which will be the 
correct one and if this form which is selected is incorrect, which one 
should be tried next? For the special case of cams with continuous 
acceleration there is no problem for they must always fit configuration 
(a). This case cannot exist when the cam curve must have a reverse 
curvature in order to form the cam curve. This will occur when a tan-
gent to the base circle from the point M intersects the cam centerline 
inside the point N or only a short distance outside this point. The 
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reverse curvature in the band for such cases is necessary if the cam 
curve is to conform to the necessary end conditions. As would be 
expected cam curves with a reverse curvature only occur when a is less 
,than 90 degrees. 
The other special case is the cam with a free elastic band. 
This case will fit either configuration (c) or (e). Which of these a 
particular cam curve fits depends upon whether a reverse curvature is 
necessary to form the cam. 
For fixed values of R, D, and a, the length L of the band 
required to form the special case of a cam with continuous accelera-
tion, is minimum. The length of band necessary to form the special 
cases with a free elastic band is an intermediate length. The values 
of the length of band required for these two special cases are given 
in Tables 3 and 5 for a cam of unit base circle radius and various rise. 
By comparing the length of band of a given cam with the values in these 
tables for a comparable cam, a prediction can be made of which configu-
ration the cam curve will fit. For example, if the length of band for 
a cam is greater than the length of band which would form a cam with a 
free elastic band, then the cam would fit either configuration (d) or 
(g) depending on whether it required a reverse curvature.; If a cam is 
to be formed with a length of band which is longer than the length 
forming the continuous acceleration cam, yet shorter than the length 
forming the cam with a free elastic band, it must fit one of three con-
figurations: (a), (b), or (e). Neither configuration (a) nor (b) 
includes a reverse curvature. As would be expected from an inspection 
of'Figure 8, the closer the length of the band to the minimum length, 
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the more likely the cam curve will fit configuration (a); and the closer 
to the free elastic band, the more likely it will fit configuration (b). 
Of course if a reverse curvature is required, the cam curve will fit 
configuration (e). When there is no value of length given in Table 2 
for the cam with continuous acceleration, this means the minimum length 
band forms a cam curve with a reverse curvature. Hence all cams with 
the same R, D, and a, but longer bands will also have reverse curvature 
forms. 
Using this approach, the correct match can be selected for most, 
cam curves. If an incorrect selection occurs it is usually because the 
necessity for a reverse curvature in the cam curve was not foreseen. 
The worst possible situation would occur if two incorrect selections 
were made before the correct one was found. 
The Equations of the Cam Profile in the r,0 Coordinate System 
The methods for defining the fit between a cam curve and an elas-
tica have been established. The results from these are values for p, k, 
\\t , and ^N, the type of elastica fitted, undulating or nodal, and which 
of the seven configurations, (a) through (g), the cam curve fits. Using 
this information the equations describing the cam profile can be found. 
The first step in forming these equations is to set up the coordinate 
systems that will be used. 
Frisch-Fay described the shape of the elasticas in terms of a 
series of orthogonal coordinates systems x,y, one for each basic strut 
section from which the elastica was formed. (Figures 2 and 5). How-
ever, the shape of the cam would best be described using polar coordi-
nates centered in the axis of the hub of the cam. In order to correlate 
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Example for Configuration (a) 
Displacement Diagram 
Figure 17. Coordinate Systems Associated with 
the Analysis of the Elastic Band Cam 
C JL, J.J i i i L i i i i i . _ I : : U J . L._: .,:• l i \ ,<_ — J - - -
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these, it is best to transform the Equations (3-4) and (3-5), the equa-
tions describing the elastica in the x,y system, by two stages, first 
from the x,y systems of Frisch-Fay to a skew orthogonal system u,v with 
its origin at point 0 of the cam (Figure 17). Secondly, the shape is 
transformed to a polar coordinate system r,0 whose origin is also at 
the point 0 of the cam. 
The transformation from the x,y system to the u,v system is 
effected by the following equations: 
U = ClC(yM " C2
y)cOS^ + (xM ~ °4 " C 3
x ) s i n V + R (3-27) 
V = ClC(yM " C2y)sin^M " (XM " C4 " C3 X ) C° SV 
The values of the constants C , C , C , and C. are given in Table 1 for 
_L c. O H" 
the different configurations. There are different values of the con-
stants within the configurations which encompass more than one basic 
strut section of an elastica. The value of \b„ is known from the fit of 
M 
the cam curve to the elastica, and x , y and x are the x,y coordinates 
of the points M and C, respectively, calculated from either Equations 
(3-4) or (3-5). Then the u,v system is transformed to the r,0 system 
by the equations: 
= /u2 + v2 (3-28) 
0 = tan [v/u] 
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Table 1. Values of Constants Used in Equations (3-27) for the 
Transformation from the x,y Coordinate System to the 
u,v System 
x,y 
System C C C C 
Configuration Number 1 2 3 4 
(a) 1. -1 +1 +1 0 
2 -1 +1 -1 2x 
c 
(b) - -1 +1 +1 0 
(c) - -1 +1 +1 0 
(d) 1 , -1 +1 +1 0 
2 -1 +1 -1 0 
(e) 1 +1 +1 +1 0 
2 +1 -1 -1 2x 
c 
(f) 1 +1 +1 +1 0 
2 +1 -1 -1 2x 
(g) +1 +1 +1 0 
+1 - 1 - 1 2x 
c 
+1 - 1 +1 2x 
l^JL!LJLJiJ_L 
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Equations (3-28) are actually the equations of the cam profile 
in parametric form in terms of the parameters u and v. In turn, Equa-
tions (3-27) define u and v in terms .of the parameters x and y. 
Finally, x and y are defined by either Equations (3-4) or (3-5), 
depending upon whether they are for an undulating or a nodal elastica, 
in terms of a single parameter \p. The value of ij; varies from \p to \p 
to describe the rise portion of the cam. The path of variation for ij; 
differs with the configuration of the fit between the cam curve and the 
elastica. These paths are given in Table 2. 
Table 2. Progression of .if; from \\>^ to i|̂  for the 
Different Cam Curve Configurations 
Configuration 
(a) *M 






















(g) *M increases to *C 
decreases to \p increases to ij; 
A 
iK = 0 ij; = 180° 
When the equations for the curve in the x,y coordinate system, 
Equations (3-4) or (3-5), are substituted into Equations (3-27) and the 
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resulting equations are then substituted into Equations (3-28), a com-
plicated definition of the.cam profile in the r,0 system including many 
elliptic integrals results. Rather than work directly from these equa-
tions to form the displacement curve of the cam, a series x,y coordinate 
points along the curve is calculated. The coordinate of each point are 
transformed into the u,v system, a.nd then to the r,0 system. The cam 
curve or displacement diagram in the r.,0 system is described by this 
series of coordinate points. Also finding the derivatives of r with 
respect to 0 directly from the equations is not the most practical way. 
An alternate method is to calculate the velocity and acceleration curves 
for the cam by the numerical differentiation of the displacement curve. 
Equations (3-27) are only of use when working with the rise por-
tion of the cam curve from M to N (Figure 7). The symmetry of the cam 
is utilized to produce the return portion of the cam curve in the r,0 
system from the rise portion. 
Results from the Analysis of Elastic Band Cams 
The mathematical representations of the cam profiles can be used 
to tabulate a set of data describing the characteristics of the cam 
profiles. But the motion of the cam follower is the important motion 
rather than the cam contour and therefore the follower, path must be 
presented in order that the data be useful for design work. There are 
four basic follower systems considered: The radial translating roller, 
the radial translating flat-faced, the oscillating roller, and the 
oscillating flat-faced. For each of these systems there are an infinite 
number of combinations of dimensions. Therefore for any given cam pro-
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file, there are an infinite number of variations to be investigated 
resulting from follower types. In order to present the data in the, most 
efficient manner, first the data pertaining to the cam acceleration 
curves are presented. Then, a second set of data is presented showing 
the relationships between the cam acceleration curves and the follower 
acceleration curves for various follower systems. This second set of 
data is used in conjunction with the data on cam profiles to predict 
the follower motion characteristics from the cam motion characteristics. 
The data necessary to produce the charts of cam and follower 
characteristics was obtained from an analysis of a large number of 
elastic band cams. The necessity of using trial-and-error methods to 
establish the fit between the cam curve and an elastica, the calculation 
and transformation of a series of precision points describing the cam 
curve, the numerical differentiation to find the velocity and accelera-
tion curves, and the; large number of cams to be analyzed, were all fac-
tors necessitating the use of a computer to calculate the required data. 
A separate program was used for each of the seven configurations, (a) 
through (g) and one for the special case for a cam with continuous 
acceleration. These could have all been included in one program, but 
it would have been too large and complicated to be an improvement. Each 
program was set up so that for a given set of cam parameters, it would: 
1. Calculate the values of p, k, i/> , and i/> , provided they were 
all within the correct ranges, for a fit with the appropriate type ?• 
elastica. 
2. Calculate a series of coordinate points describing the rise 
portion of the cam curve, and transform them into the r,0 coordinate . 
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system forming the displacement diagram for the cam. 
3. For a particular type of follower system, calculate the path 
of the follower from the displacement diagram of the cam. 
4. Using numerical differentiation, calculate the velocity and 
acceleration of the cam and the acceleration of the follower,path,; 
5. Print out the cam parameters, the variables defining the fit 
between the cam curve and the elastica, and the displacement and accel-
eration curves, in tabular form, for the cam and follower. 
These.computer programs are included in Appendix B. 
Characteristics of Cam Profiles 
For work up to this point an elastic band cam has been described 
by four parameters: the angle of rise (a), the distance from the center 
to the toe (D), the length of the ,band. (L)-9 and the radius of the base 
circle (R). Now, so that the tabulated data will be applicable to a 
cam of any size, a new set of dimensionless parameters is defined by 
dividing all parameters of length by the base circle radius. The 
resulting set of parameters is: The angle of rise (a), the "rise ratio" 
( R J, and the "length ratio" (L/R). This also decreases the number of 
parameters and makes the data tabulation easier. 
For any given angle of rise and rise ratio there is a family of 
elastic band cams produced as the length ratio is varied. An accelera-
tion curve can be plotted versus the camshaft displacement for each cam 
in this family. Figure 18 is an example. The acceleration ratio, the , 
ratio of the actual acceleration divided by the angular velocity squared 
to the radius of the base circle (- ], rather than the actual value 
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Length Ratio Noted For Each Curve 
FC Denotes Free Elastic Band 
Figure 18. Example Data Chart Showing Family of Acce le ra t ion Curves 
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FC Denotes Free Elastic Band 
Figure 19. Example Data Chart Giving Acceleration Characteristics 
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Figure 20. Families of Acceleration Curves for Elastic Band Cams 
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for the acceleration, is used to plot these curves in order that it be 
the output of a cam defined by dimensionless parameters. 
The general shape of all of the acceleration curves for the 
basic elastic band cam is the same. The curves in Figure 18 are typ-
ical. All of the elastic band cams are symmetric so the acceleration 
curves are symmetric about the point of maximum rise. For this reason, 
only the rise portion of the curve is presented, the return portion 
being the mirror image. 
In any one family of cams having the same angle of rise and rise 
ratio (Figure 18), there is at most one cam which has continuous accel-
eration. Unfortunately this cam also has the highest maximum negative 
acceleration ratio. The other cams in the family have positive values 
of acceleration at the initial point, but have lesser values of the 
maximum acceleration. 
In Figure 20 further examples of the acceleration curves of the 
elastic band cams are shown. All charts are for a rise ratio equal to 
0.50 and angle of rise as noted above each chart. The length ratio for 
each curve is noted on a leader. The length ratio for cams having a 
free elastic band are noted by (FC) near the value of the length ratio. 
For some low angles of rise there is no cam in the family which 
has a continuous acceleration. This occurs when the cam curve has a 
reverse curvature and does not fit configuration (a) of Figure 8, but 
fits configuration (e) of Figure 9, for a band of minimum length. 
The bulk of the information for the evaluation of the cam pro-
files is presented on. charts having curves showing the maximum positive 
acceleration ratio, the maximum negative acceleration ratio, the 
7G 
acceleration ratio at the initial point of rise when it differs from 
the maximum positive acceleration ratio, and the acceleration ratio at 
the point of maximum ...rise when it differs from the maximum negative 
acceleration ratio, all plotted versus the length ratio. . Figure 19. 
illustrates. This type of chart was plotted rather than the accelera-
tion curves because it is easier to read and use. The information 
included is that which is most often taken from the acceleration curves. 
For each of four.values of rise ratio the charts are included for seven 
values of the angle of rise (Figures 21, 22, 23, and 24). The maximum 
acceleration, etc., for a set of parameters for which a chart is not 
plotted.can be predicted by interpolating between the given charts. 
A special case of the elastic band cam is the configuration 
where the band is not acted^on by:any external force between the points. 
of contact with, the hub. A cam built to fit this type of configuration 
is easy to design and produce, and has the minimum values of maximum 
accelerations, but its acceleration will have a finite jump at the 
point of initial rise. This would exclude; its use for high speed 
operation where the dynamics of the system are critical. Its simplicity 
makes it useful for low speed applications. Charts showing the accel-
eration characteristics of this type cam are plotted versus the ;rise , 
ratio in Figure 25. 
In Tables 3 and 5 values of the length ratio necessary to form 
special cases of cams with continuous acceleration and with a free 
elastic band are presented. Table 4 gives values of the modulus p 
and of k for the elastic curve of cams with continuous acceleration. 
These values define the exact elastica which the particular cam will fit. 
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Figure 21. Acceleration Characteristic Charts for Elastic 
Band Cams with Rise Ratio Equal 0.30 
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Figure 22. Acceleration Characteristic Charts for Elastic 
Band Cams with Rise Ratio Equal 0.50 
RISE RATIO = 0.70 
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Figure 23. Acceleration Characteristic Charts for Elastic-
Band Cams with Rise Ratio Equal 0.70 
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Figure 24. Acceleration Characteristic Charts for Elastic 
Band Cams with Rise Ratio Equal 0.90 
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Figure 25. Acce le ra t ion C h a r a c t e r i s t i c Charts for 
Cams vfith a Free E l a s t i c Band 
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Table 3. Values of Length Ratio for Elastic Band Cams 
Which Have Continuous Acceleration 
A nf l e RISE RATIO 
of 
Rise 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.90 1.10 
50° 6.3648 6.5823 
70° 6.3888 6.6359 6,9184 
90° 6.4147 6.7003 7.0092 7.3376 7.6739 
110° 6.4414 6.7709 7.1134 7.4662 7.8260 8.1918 
130° 6.4688 6.8452 7.2265 7.6116 7.9989 8.3882 
150° 6.4936 6.9214 7.3446 7.7657 8.1850 8.6019 
A simplified procedure can then be used to find the location on this 
elastica that the cam curve fits. Setting the radius of curvature at 
M equal to the base circle radius, and substituting this and the value 
of k into Equation (3-17), y can be calculated. Then substituting y 
and p into Equation (3-5) for the y coordinate, cj>M is found. From the 
definition of <$> in terms of p and ip in Equations (3-5), I{JM is found. 
The value of ty is obtained from Equation (3-7). The values of if; and 
\b„ locate the cam curve on the nodal elastica defined by p and k. 
N 
Table 4. Values of the Modulus p and k for the Elastic Curve 
of Cams Which Have Continuous Acceleration 
VALUES OF p . 
Angle Rise Ratio 
of — 
Rise 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.90 1.10 
50° 0.99773 0.99999 
70° 0.97959 0.99847 0.99988 
90° 0.92941 0.98704 .0.99626 0.99881 0.99962 
110° 0.84102 . 0.95561 0.98097 0.99057 0.99498 0.99723 
130° 0.72641 0.89838 0.94686 0.96838 0.97981 0.98656 
150° 0.60734 0.81812 0.89172 0.92854 0.94991 0.96364 
VALUES OF k 
50° 7.77524 20.16671 
70° 3.60693 6.48551 8.93807 
90° 2.09985 3.50674 4.38589 5.05648 5.62010^ 
110° 1.37106 2.22989 2.71530 3.04302 3.28284 3.46789 
130° 0.96121 1.54751 1.86627 2.07419 2.21909 2.32538 
150° 0.70794 1..13678 1.36838 1.51895 1.62282 1.69927 
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Table 5. Values of Length Ratio for Elastic. 
Band Cams Which Have a Free Elastic Band 
° RISE RATIO 
of ;  
Rise 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.90 
30° 6 .3586 6 .6092 6 .9482 7 .3370 7 .7546 
50° 6 .3884 6 .6476 6 .9652 7 .3218 7 .7054 
70° 6 .4182 6 .7314 7 0607 7 4262 7 .8114 
90° 6 .4509 6 .8070 7 1807 7 5830 8 0059 
110° 6 .4835 6 .8962 7 3218 7 7572 8 2004 
130° 6 .5157 6 .9870 7 4646 7 9472 8 4338 
150° 6 5497 7 0808 7 6128 8 1481 8 6850 
Characteristics of the Follower Paths 
The next step in evaluating the cams is to determine the shape 
of the follower paths. Four types of follower systems are considered 
as mentioned previously. A set of data charts is given which is used 
in connection with the cam profile data to predict the path of the : 
follower on an elastic band cam. Each chart is for a constant value of 
angle of rise and length ratio and includes acceleration curves for the 
cam contour and for examples of the four types of followers. Figure 26 
illustrates. The procedures which are used to calculate the follower 
paths from the cam profiles are given in Appendix C, and the computer 
programs to effect these are given in Appendix B. 
The dimensions of a follower system will affect its acceleration. 
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It is evident that it ,would be impossible to show the acceleration 
curves for follower systems with all possible combinations of dimen-
sions. Hence, it is necessary to select a few systems for presentation. 
The set of charts in Figures 27 through 32 show the acceleration 
curves of follower systems operating on elastic band cams. The dimen-
sions of all follower systems used on these charts are presented ,in 
dimensionless form by dividing them by the base circle radius. 
Oscillating follower systems will be defined by the vertical 
and horizontal distances between the cam shaft center and the follower 
pivot, the arm length, and the roller radius or distance from follower 
arm centerline to the follower face, whichever is applicable. For the 
flat-faced oscillating follower, the acceleration curve for only one 
system is given on each chart. In this system the horizontal distance 
ratio from the camshaft to the follower is eight and the vertical dis-
tance ratio is two. There is no measurable arm length, but the distance 
ratio from the arm centerline to the face is 0.75. The acceleration 
curves for more than one oscillating roller follower system are given 
on charts (Figures 26-32) o Each system has a different arm length. . 
All other dimensions are constants: the roller radius ratio equals 
0.75 the vertical distance between the camshaft and the follower pivot 
equals 2.00, and the horizontal distance from the camshaft to the fol-
lower pivot equals the arm length. The arm length ratio is indicated 
on the charts with a number enclosed in a square. The characteristics 
of follower systems with dimensions different from those given can be 
predicted from the available information. For example, the accelera-
tion for an oscillating follower system is approximately inversely 
80 
































0.25 "*-Roller Radius Ratio 
-*- Arm Length Ratio 8 
Actual Cam Profile 
Trans. Roller Follower 
Trans. Flat-Faced Follower 
_ Oscil. Roller Follower 
Oscil. Flat-Faced Follower 
Figure 26. Example Chart for the Comparison of 
Cam Profile Acceleration with 
Follower Accelerations 
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proportional to the arm length. 
The path of the translating flat-faced follower is unaffected by 
dimensional changes so only one acceleration curve for it is considered. 
For translating roller followers the path changes for different roller 
sizes and offsets. The paths for a translating roller follower with 
two different roller radius ratios and zero offset are shown on the 
charts. As roller radius decreases, the follower path tends to become 
the same as the shape of the cam profile. If the roller size increases, 
the shape of the path tends to the path of the translating flat-faced 
follower. Therefore, the paths of other translating roller followers 
can be predicted. The value for the roller radius ratio is noted on a 
leader to the acceleration curve. 
The type of follower system represented by a curve on these 
charts is determined from the legend of lines given on Figure 26. On 
some charts there are no acceleration curves for flat-faced follower 
systems because these cams have a negative curvature. Therefore, they 
can never be used with flat-faced.followers. 
The changes from the actual cam acceleration to the accelerations 
of the followers can be observed on the follower output charts. These 
charts are used along with the cam characteristic charts to predict the 
follower motion on a given cam. The follower acceleration for cams not 
included in the set of follower output charts can be found by interpo-
lating between the given charts. Therefore, given the characteristics 
of any elastic band cam, the effect of a follower on it can be predicted. 
An example design problem presented in Chapter V illustrates the pre-
diction of follower acceleration from the cam characteristics. 
a =30" 
Rise Ratio = 0.50 Length Ratio = 6.907 
a - 50" 
Rise Ratio =0.50 Length Ratio = 6.935 
Figure 27. Follower Output Charts 
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Figure 28. Follower Output Charts 
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Rise Ratio 
a - 70" 
0.50 Length Ratio = 7.116 
a = 90 
Rise Ratio =0.50 Length Ratio - 7.011 
Figure 29. Follower Output Charts 
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Figure 30. Follower Output Charts 
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a - nou 
Rise Ratio = 0.50 Length Ratio = 7.372 
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Figure 31. Follower Output Charts 
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a = 150" 






























a = 150 
Rise Ratio =0.50 Length Ratio = 7.613 
Figure 32. Follower Output Charts 
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A very noticeable effect of a follower operating on an elastic 
band cam is that it tends to increase the maximum positive acceleration 
and decrease the maximum negative. This is important because many of 
the elastic band cams have a very high value of the maximum negative 
acceleration compared to the maximum positive acceleration. 
Comparison with Conventional Cam Profiles 
The elastic band cam can be compared with conventional cams such 
as the parabolic, simple harmonic., or cycloidal motion by comparing 
maximum acceleration values and noting the presence or absence of 
infinite jerk. These types of cam motions are not necessarily the best 
available but they are well known:, comparing the elastic band cam to 
them gives results which can easily be related to other types of cams. 
The comparison will be made among dwell-rise-return-dwell cams that 
have the same rise in a given angle of cam. The shape of the displace-
ment curve of the elastic band cam is dependent upon the size of the 
base circle whereas the shape of the displacement curve of a conven-
tional cam is not. For the sake of comparison, a base circle radius of 
0.500 inch will be used. This will result'in,a relatively small cam. 
Larger elastic band cams will have lesser values of acceleration than 
these cams. Therefore, the comparisons will be on the conservative 
side. Values for translating roller and translating flat-faced followers 
are given. 
Figure 33 gives a comparison of the displacement and accelera-
tion curves for translating roller and flat-faced followers operating 
on an elastic band cam with simple harmonic and cycloidal motion cams. 
The elastic band cam used for the illustration has a continuous accel-
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Angle of Rise = 9 0 ' Rise Ratio = 0.50 
0 2 0 40 
Translating Roller Follower 
Translating Flat-Faced Follower 
60 80 
Simple Harmonic Motion 
Cycloidal Motion 
Figure 33. The Displacement and Acceleration Curves for Translating 
Roller and Flat-Faced Followers Operating on an Elastic 
Band Cam for Comparison with Simple Harmonic and 
Cycloidal Motions 
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eration curve. Further comparisons of the maximum accelerations are 
made with values taken from the follower output charts and are pre-
sented in Table 6. 
Table 6. Maximum Acceleration of Parabolic, Simple 
Harmonic, and Cycloidal Motions and the 
Maximum Accelerations of Reciprocating Roller 
and Flat-Faced Followers on Elastic Band Cams 
Base Circle Radius = 0.500 in.; Rise = 0.250 in. 
Maximum Follower Acceleration Ratio (1/deg. x 10 ) 
a Para. SHM Cyc. 
Recip. Roller 
(.750 Dia.Ratio) 
(1) (2) (3) 
Recip. 
Flat-Faced 
(1) (2) (3) 
30° 22.22 27.41 34.91 
+ 52.2 
-12.2 
- - - - -
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NOTE: When a dash appears it means that this cam cannot be 
used with this type follower because of the negative 
curvature of the profile. 
(1) Elastic band cam with zero initial acceleration or when this is not 
possible, the minimum length band. 
(2) Elastic band cam with free elastic band. 
(3) Elastic band, cam with band length longer than for the free case. 
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In this table only the elastic band type denoted (1) has a continuous 
acceleration. The other twoqhave a discontinuity at the point of ini-
tial rise. For parabolic and simple harmonic motions the jerk becomes 
infinite, but it remains finite for cycloidal motion. The positive and 
negative values of maximum acceleration for the conventional cams are 
equal, but these values differ for elastic band cams. There is no 
constant relation between maximum acceleration values of different 
types of cams with the elastic band cams. The comparison depends on 
the particular cam chosen. 
Harmonic Analysis of Acceleration Curves 
Additional information to be used in the evaluation of the 
elastic band cams is obtained from a harmonic analysis of the cam and 
follower acceleration curves. The method of calculation of the con-
stituent harmonics is presented in terms of the cam acceleration r" 
versus 0, but the procedures are the same for the follower accelera-
tion. Each curve is represented by a set of precision points (0.,rM.) 
and can be defined by a finite trigonometric sum. Let the set of pre-
cision points: 
(eo>r"o), (e^.). (e2.r»2). ••• C e ^ . r " ^ ) , «2n,r"2n) 
be such that the values of r"., the acceleration, start repeating with 
r"_ , that is, r" ,. = r".. The 0. must be equally spaced over a 
2n . - 2n+l I I ^ J r 
period equal to the period of the cam. The trigonometric polynomial: 
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n k7T0. n kirG. 
r " = Ao + I Ak cos(-a-i) t J Bk s in f - j^ ) (3-29) 
k=l k=l 
represents rM as a function of 0 when the constants A„ and B. are deter-
r i i ' 
mined. These are found from the following equations: 
2 n - l 
1 r it 
i = — ) r . 
o 2n . u l i=o 
A . 
: 
1 2 n - l M jirei 
- I r i cos(-—} for j = 1,2 , • • • , (n-1) 
i = o 
2n--l mr9. 
—-- 7 r" cos f- ) 
2n .L I ^ a ) i = o 
2 n - l 1TT0. 
B . = — y r " s i n f - ) f o r j = 1,2 , • • • , ( n - 1 ) 
1 n ,Ln I ^ a
 J 1 •• i=o 
The constituent harmonics of some of the cam and follower acceler-
ation curves were calculated so that they are available for use in vibra-
tion analyses of the cams. The acceleration curves are even functions, 
and therefore the coefficients of the sine terms of the Fourier expansion 
representing the curve are zero. The expansion is of the form: 
r" = A + A. cos(9) + An cos(20) + ••• + A eos(n©) + o 1 z n 
The term A is the average value of the acceleration. This is zero 
o 
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because the net area under the acceleration curve equals zero for a 
cam. For the cam accelerations only the first four harmonics, Fourier 
coefficients, A , were generally found to be of significant magnitude 
to be considered and plotted (Figures 34 and 35). The higher harmonics 
are greatest in amplitude for cams which have a zero initial accelera-
tion. This is because these cams have the greatest differences between 
the maximum positive and maximum negative accelerations. With the 
exception of A which is almost a constant, the amplitudes of the 
harmonics were a minimum for cams having almost no external loading on 
the band, that is approximately the case of the free elastic band cam. 
In Figure 35, graphs of the constituent harmonics of the acceleration 
curves of cams with free elastic bands are plotted. 
The constituent harmonics were plotted for two types of follower 
systems: A translating roller follower with a roller radius ratio 
equal 0.75 and zero offset (Figure 36) and a translating flat-faced 
follower (Figure 37). These charts are very similar to the charts for 
the constituent harmonics of the cam acceleration. The amplitudes of 
the first harmonic of the follower accelerations are almost a constant 
and approximately equal to the first harmonic of the cam profile on 
which the follower operates. For the roller follower the other harmonics 
have their maximum amplitudes for the case of the cam with a continuous 
acceleration. The minimum amplitudes of the harmonics occur for a 
length of the band somewhere between the lengths for the continuous 
acceleration and the free elastic band cams. For the flat-faced fol-
lower, the. maximum amplitudes of the harmonics occur at the minimum 
length of band and at the maximum band length. 
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a = 3cr a =50' a - 70* 
a = 90 a - no' 
Figure 34. Constituent Harmonics of Cam Accelerations 
Plotted versus Length Ratio 
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a = 3ol a = so1 
a = ?oL a - 100 
a= 120 a - i4o' 
Figure 35. Constituent Harmonics of the Accelerations 
of Cams with a Free Elastic Band Plotted 













Rise Ratio =0.50 
Translating Roller Follower 
vO 
a = 9o° a no 
Figure 36. Constituent Harmonics of Acceleration Curve for a 
Translating Roller Follower Plotted versus Length Ratio 
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Rise Ratio =0.50 
Translating Flat-Faced Follower 
a = 90° a - nov 
a = i30v a = 150 
Figure 37. Constituent Harmonics of Acceleration 
Curves for a Translating Flat-Faced 
Follower Plotted Versus Length Ratio 
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The Approximate Dwell-Rise-Dwell Configuration 
Another configuration of the elastic band cam which seemed to 
have possible practical uses is the case where the band passes around 
a circular pin at the point of maximum rise (Figure 38). By making 
the radius of the pin large, an approximate dwell-rise-dwell cam can 
be formed. The solution and therefore any tabulation of results for 
this cam involves five parameters: 
(1) the angle from point of contact with hub to cam center 
line (a), 
(2) the angle of wrap around the pin (6), 
(3) the ratio of pin radius to hub radius (r/R), 
(4) the rise ratio (D-R/R), and 
(5) the length ratio (L/R). 
A cam which is designed by this method will always have finite 
discontinuities in the acceleration. If the length ratio is adjusted 
so that the discontinuity is eliminated at the point of contact with 
the hub, the discontinuity at the point of contact with the pin increases 
(Figure 39). If the length ratio is adjusted to eliminate the discon-
tinuity at the pin, the discontinuity at the hub increases. Therefore 
this configuration of elastic band cam does not have good dynamic 







Angle from Point of Contact to Line of Symmetry 
Angle of Wrap of Band Around Circular Pin 
Radius of Cam Base Circle 
Radius of Circular Pin 
Distance from Cam Center to Toe 
Figure 38. Cain Configuration with Circular Pi 
at the Point of Maxiinuin Rise 
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a = 90° /S = 2©° 
Rise Ratio = 0.50 Pin Radius Ratio = 1.20 
a = 120° /? = 20° 
Rise Ratio = 0.50 Pin Radius Ratio = 1.20 
Figure 39. Example Data of Dwell-Rise— 





Although the analytical investigation of the elastic band cam 
comprises the greater part of this study, a few sample cams are made 
and tested. The purpose of this part of the work is to verify experi-
mentally the mathematical representations of the cams and the feasibility 
of fabricating cams of this type. 
Fabrication of Cams 
The fabrication of elastic band cams is developed only to the 
point that it is adequate for the verification tests made. First, a 
solid hub of steel is bored to fit snugly on the camshaft of the test jig 
(Figure 40). The outside diameter of the hub is turned to a dimension 
equal to the nominal size of the base circle of the cam minus twice the 
thickness of the band. The completed cam then has the correct base 
circle diameter. Next the band is put in place and held by the clamps. 
The void between the band and the hub is filled with a matrix material. 
This holds the band in the correct position when the restraining forces 
are removed and also gives the band enough rigidity to support the fol-
lower loads. 
A holding fixture is built to hold the cam during fabrication 
(Figure 41). The center peg is used to locate the hub and is the same 
size as the shaft on which the cam will be mounted. Six screws are used 
10 2 
Locator to Position the Band at 
Plastic Filler" \ t h e T o e of t h e C a m 
Ends of Band Butted 
Together and Spot Welded 
t o H u b Band Clamped at Points Where 
it Leaves the Hub 
Figure 40. An Elastic Band Cam 
to apply pressure to the clamp blocks so that the blocks hold the elastic 
band to the hub around the heel of the cam. The clamp blocks have an 
inside radius that matches the base circle radius of the cam. As is 
shown in the insert in Figure 41, one block on each side of the cam has 
a square corner which is aligned with the location of the point of con-
tact between the band and hub giving the required fixed end effect at 
those points. The band locator is used to position the band at the point 
of maximum rise when this is required by the design. The locator pin can 
be turned so that its knife edge can be used to apply a force either 
toward or away from the cam center. Both the clamp blocks and the band 
locator are positioned by aligning one of their edges with a scribed 





Figure 41. Cam Holding Fixture 
: likibill'll iLLiiL.i.liij. i . - i ' » '•-
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The void between the hub and band is filled with the matrix mate-
rial while the cam is still in the holding fixture. After the matrix 
sets and the cam are removed from the holding fixture, the band is spot 
welded to the hub at points along the heel with a strain gauge spot 
welder. The ends of the band are welded along the joint and more of the 
filler material added to fill any irregularities in the joint. The sur-
face of the joint is then polished smooth. 
For the band a strip of steel shim stock 1/4- to 3/8 inch wide is 
used. The best thickness of this band depends on the size of the cam. 
The band should be as thick as possible without being so thick that 
stresses in the band exceed the elastic limit and cause plastic deforma-
tion. A band 0.003 inch thick is used to make cams with base circles 
radii from 0.500 to 0.750 inch. 
Any gap between the abutting ends of the band, or error in cutting 
the length of the band must of course affect the accuracy of the cam. A 
gap where the ends are joined has the same effect as lengthening the band. 
Since the rise and angle of rise are set independently of the band length, 
these are not affected. An example will be used to illustrate the effects 
of an error in the band length. For a cam, R = 0.50, D = 0.75, a =110°, 
and L = 3.600, reference to Figure 22 for a = 110°, and length ratio 
7.200, shows that an error increasing the band length decreases the peak 
acceleration and vice versa. The change in peak acceleration per change 
in length is proportional to the slope of the line for maximum negative 
in/deg 
acceleration. This is 20 — : s— . The cam displacement as measured 
in 
from the cam center is also affected by the error in length. Using the 
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computer, the displacement curve was calculated for the cam R = 0.500, 
D = 0.750, a = 110°, and L = 3.638. Then the displacement curve when 
the length of the band was 0.005 longer or shorter than initially speci-
fied has been calculated for comparison..; From these curves the change 
in cam displacement per change in band lengths at several points was 
obtained. 
Cam Angle Cam Displacement Cam Displacement Change in Displacement 
L = 3.638 L = 3.643 
30° 0.5312 0.5324 0.00024 in/0.001 in 
60° 0.6183 0.6209 0.00051 in/0.001 in 
90° 0.7209 0.7222 0.00025 in/0.001 in 
The 0.51 in/in. change is approximately the maximum in this case. It 
should be noted, however, that a band length error does not disturb the 
continuity of the profile as would a similar error in conventional manu-
facturing methods, and therefore it is not as serious. 
For the matrix an epoxy plastic marketed under the trade name 
Epoxybond by Atlas Minerals and Chemicals Division of the Electric 
Storage Battery Co. was chosen. The modulus of elasticity is approxi-
R 
mately 0.7 x 10 psi. It has a compressive strength of 9,000 psi. The 
advantages of this epoxy resin include its ability to form very good 
bonds with the steel band and hub, and that it is very easily handled 
and cured without any special equipment. Measurement showed that the 
midpoint of the side of a cam, R = 0.500, D = 827, a = 86, and L = 3.615 
shrinks 0.61 of 1 per cent during curing. This was measured at the 
point of maximum shrinkage; at all other points it is less. The result-
ing change in the displacement of this cam at this point is 0.0013 in. 
This will slightly increase the peak positive and negative accelerations. 
The epoxy plastic used is a good, but not necessarily the optimal, 
v 
I' 
CAM TESTING JIG 
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VARIABLE SPEED 




ROLLER CAM FOLLOWER 
INERTIA LOAD 
POLISHING HEAD 
Figure 42. Cam Testing Jig 
-i-jjL'Jk-J.I jk.ll Liu 111 
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Figure 4-3. Cam Test Jig and Supporting Equipment 
choice for a matrix material. With other epoxy resins there would not 
be a great variation in the physical properties, but the casting char-
acteristics might be better. A metal matrix which might be used is an 
eutectic alloy of Lead and Bismuth (44.5 per cent Pb, 55.5 per cent Bi) 
which has the trade name Cerrobase. It has a melting point of 255°F, is 
very fluid when molten, and, most important, has zero shrinkage during 
freezing. The modulus of elasticity of this metal is 2.5 x 10 psi and 
its compressive strength is 13,000 psi. 
Another possible inaccuracy of cam manufacture results from the 
spring-back of the elastic band when the force on the locator at the toe 
is removed. Experimentally, the change in the toe displacement is mea-
sured to be 0.002 inch on a cam R = 0.500, D = 0.875, a = 86°, and L = 
3.615. This will cause a decrease in the rise equal to this amount. 
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However, allowance can easily be made in the initial setting of the 
locator for the spring-back, so that the final rise is the correct 
amount. A secondary effect, which cannot so readily be compensated, is 
that as the toe springs back, so also the radius of its curvature de-
creases. Since it is at the point that the curvature is the greatest, 
the spring-back has the desirable effect of reducing the acceleration 
at that point. 
The cams actually fabricated were not intended to be of high pre-
cision but accurate enough to be used for the verification work. The 
band length and the position toe locator was held within ±0.005 inch. 
The clamps setting the angles of contact with the base circle were 
accurate within ±1/4 degree. The spring-back at the toe of the cam is 
less than the tolerances to which the toe locator can be set, but some 
allowance was made for it by setting the toe locator on the high side 




A cam test jig was designed and built to test the sample cams. 
As shown in Figure 42, the jig was designed with two horizontal shafts, 
one supporting the cam and the other supporting a radial-type follower 
arm. The commercially available items are as follows: 
1 Cam Yoke Roller, Smith Bearing Co., CYT-21, 3/4 in. Dia. 
2 Polishing Heads, Sears, Roebuck, and Company 
1 1/8 Hp. D.C. Motor, Bodine, NSH-54 
1 D.C. Motor Controller, Minarik No. SH-53 
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1 3/8 in. Vee Belt 
2 Resistance Strain Gauges, BLH Corp. SR-4, Type A-7 
1 Precision Potentiometer, Helipot, Model 5433, 1000 ohm 
1 Rotary Variable Differential Transformer, Schaevitz 
Engineering, Type R3B1S 
1 Two-Channel Recorder, Sanborn, Model 296 
The test jig was constructed in the Mechanical Engineering Department 
shop. The cam shaft speed is regulated with the variable speed control. 
An oscillating follower is used rather than a linear translating type 
because of the bearing problems associated with a linear type. An arm 
of sufficient length was used so that the motion of the oscillating fol-
lower system approximates a linear follower system. The arm is designed 
so that either a commercial roller follower or a flat-faced follower can 
be used for the sake of flexibility. The design of the jig also allows 
the follower spring constant to be varied by changing the position of 
the spring along the follower arm. The initial spring load at each 
location is also adjustable. 
The rotary potentiometer is used to measure the camshaft posi-
tion. It is a type which permits 360°, continuous turning. The rotary 
differential transformer is mounted on the follower pivot shaft and is 
used to measure the angular displacement of the follower. The range of 
operation, the range of follower displacements, is only of the order of 
±2.5 degrees when the cam rise is 0.50 inch. Since the rotary differen-
tial transformer output is linear within ±0.1 per cent for ±10 degrees 
of rotation, nonlinearity is no problem. 
A strain gauge accelerometer was designed and built. A commer-
cial accelerometer was not used because the frequency of the 
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accelerations, the camshaft speeds, are too low to excite accelerometers 
of normal commercial designs. The accelerometer which was designed had 
a much lower natural frequency than commercial types. Therefore, the 
exciting forces will produce much higher amplitude responses. The basic 
design consists of a cantilever beam of ground steel stock with a small 
moveable weight attached near the free end. The acceleration of such a 
system is proportional to the deflection of the mass of the system. The 
steep strip was chosen to be of 0.0325 inch stock, 0.500 inch wide, and 
the weight to be 0.0055 lb., because then the frequency range would be 
within the range 70 and 140 cps. It was arranged that the length of the 
beam, and the location and magnitude of the weight could be adjusted to 
obtain the best possible results from the accelerometer. The dimensions 
of the accelerometer were set as follows: The beam is 2.25 inches long 
and the weight is attached 1/2 inch from the free end. The output from 
this system proved adequate for the verification tests undertaken. 
An equivalent system for the accelerometer is formed (Figure 44). 
Since the actual spring, the beam, is not weightless, half of its weight 
is included with the attached mass and the other half with the fixed sup-
port. The mass of the equivalent system equals one half the mass of the 
beam plus the mass of the moveable weight. The length of the equivalent 
spring is calculated so that the moments on the spring equal the moments 
on the actual beam. The moment arm of the equivalent system is: 
1 P + |- wIT 
Z = ?—T • (4-1) 
I l l 
Strain 





Figure 44. Diagram of S t r a i n Gauge Accelerometer , and 
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Since the strain gauges on the accelerometer measure the bending 
moment; the deflection is calculated from it for the equivalent system 
from the equation: 
(P + w -yXZ - x ) (4-2) 
The deflection of the equivalent system at the free end is 
y = -
(P + w ~) Z3 
3~EI 
(4-3) 
The section modulus of the equivalent system is the same as for 
the actual beam. Combining Equations (4-2) and (4-3), we obtain the 
deflection of the mass as a function of the bending moment: 
y = 3(Z - x j EI 
D 
(4-4) 
The expression as given by Macduff and Curreri (60) relating the accel-
eration and the deflection is: 
a = 
y 
<o 2 /Tl - (u)/u )TP~+ [2r oo/oo ]2" 
n n n 
(4-5) 
to = frequency of exciting force 
w = natural frequency of accelerometer 
r = damping factor (c/c ) 
According to Macduff an accelerometer should be designed so that 
the ratio of the exciting frequency to the natural frequency of the 
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Figure 46. Circuits for Connecting Transducers to the Sanborn Recorder 
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between four and six revolutions per second; the natural frequency of 
the accelerometer was experimentally measured to be 111 cps.; the ratio 
of frequencies is thus under 0.06. The damping factor was measured by 
checking the logarithmic decrement and found to be 0.084. This is not 
near the optimal value of 0.7, but since the ratio of oa/oa for all test 
n 
runs is less than 0.1, the low damping factor does not adversely affect 
the results. The plot of the bending moment in the beam of the accel-
erometer allows the acceleration of the its point of attachment to the 
follower arm to be calculated. The output from the accelerometer (Fig-
ure 45) is a curve in which the desired result, the acceleration, is 
mixed with the natural frequency of the accelerometer. 
In order to obtain readings from the transducers, they are con-
nected to a Sanborn recorder through simple circuits (Figure 46). The 
input voltage which is required for the operation of the measuring 
devices is supplied from the preamplifier of the Sanborn recorder. The 
output from the instruments is fed back into the Sanborn and recorded 
on moving chart paper. 
Test Procedures 
The procedure for testing a cam involves two basic steps: 
(1) measuring the cam displacement and producing a plot of the 
displacement of the follower versus the angular displacement of the cam-
shaft and 
(2) measuring the acceleration of the follower and producing a 
plot of the follower acceleration versus the angular displacement of the 
camshaft. 
To measure the displacement, the cam is run at a low speed. 
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A 
Fi gure 47. Chart from Sanborn Recorder Showing Follower 
Displacement and Camshaft Displacement Plotted 
versus Time 
The signal from the rotary potentiometer is fed into one channel of the 
Sanborn recorder so that the angular camshaft displacement is plotted. 
The signal from the rotary variable differential transformer is fed into 
the other channel of the recorder so that the follower displacement is 
plotted as shown in Figure 47. In this both the camshaft and the fol-
lower displacements are plotted against time. The speed of the cam 
rotation at low speed is not constant because the kinetic energy of the 
flywheel is drastically reduced, whereas the spring forces either re-
tarding or helping the cam to rotate during a cycle are still of the 
same magnitude. Therefore, the plot of the camshaft displacement versus 




























displacement is plotted against the camshaft displacement. This elimi-
nates the parameter time, and eliminates the effect of the fluctuations 
in speed. 
Since the camshaft displacement for one cycle is 360° and the 
length of one cycle on the output chart is easily observable, this pro-
vides all the data necessary to calculate a displacement scale for the 
potentiometer. To calibrate the rotary differential transformer, the 
change in displacement that results on the output chart when a feeler 
gauge is placed between the follower and the cam is recorded. The gain 
on the recorder's amplifier is then adjusted to give a convenient dis-
placement of the follower as a result of the feeler gauge. This sets 
the scale for the graph of the follower displacement. 
The measurement of the cam acceleration is more difficult. The 
output signal from the strain gauges on the accelerometer and the signal 
from the rotary potentiometer are fed into a Sanborn recorder. This 
output is a plot of the bending moment in the beam of the accelerometer 
and the cam rotation. The acceleration is proportional to this bending 
moment and, therefore, the shape of the plot of the acceleration is the 
same as the shape of the plot of the bending moment. A scale factor for 
the bending moment measurement is found by calibrating the accelerometer 
for the bending moment of the beam. The movement on the recorder caused 
by a known static bending moment in the accelerometer is recorded. Such 
bending moments are produced by attaching a series of weights at a given 
location on the beam. In this manner the scale factor for the bending 
moment in inch-pounds per centimeter of pen displacement on the recorder 
is determined. 
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The proportionality factor between the acceleration and the 
bending moment is found in the manner already described and given by 
Equation (4-4). The relation between this deflection and the accelera-
tion of the point of attachment to the accelerometer to the follower arm 
is given by Equation (4-5). Therefore, the expression for the accelera-
tion as a function of the amplitude of the output signal as measured on 
the recorder is: 
a(in/sec2) = [a/y(l/sec2)] x [y/M^Q/lb) ] x [M_/d(in-lb/cm)J x d (cm) 
D D 
a = Acceleration 
y = Deflection of mass on the accelerometer 
M = Bending moment in accelerometer 
D 
d = Output deflection on recorder 
Using this, the plot of the bending moment by the recorder can be scaled 
to read acceleration versus cam rotation. 
Experimental Verification of Analytic Procedures 
It has been shown that the equations for an elastic curve can be 
adapted to describe the shape of a cam profile. The characteristics of 
this cam are further described by velocity and acceleration curves. 
Then the path of a follower of a given type can be calculated from the 
cam profile. If this mathematical representation of the cam profile 
gives the true shape of the cam, then a cam can be made to the given 
specifications. Therefore, when the displacement and acceleration of a 
follower operating on this cam are experimentally recorded, they should 
match the theoretical follower displacement and acceleration curves. 
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An example elastic band cam is defined by the parameters a = 110° , 
rise = 0.250 inch, base circle radius = 0.500 inch, and a free elastic 
band. The particular cam with a free elastic band was chosen for the 
example because the general characteristics of the profile are more 
dependent on the elastic curve than for other configurations. Even the 
amount of rise depends upon the elastic curve and not on a fixed locator 
at the point of maximum rise. An oscillating roller follower, with 3/4 
inch roller diameter, on a 12 inch arm is used. Having now defined the 
cam and follower system, the computer program for the elastic curve con-
figuration (c) is used to obtain a complete description of the cam pro-
file and corresponding follower path. The follower displacement and 
follower acceleration curves are shown in Figure 48. 
To check the validity of these curves, a cam was made to the same 
parameters that were used to compute the theoretical curves. Then using 
a follower system of the same dimensions as specified in the theoretical 
work, the displacement and acceleration of the follower were recorded. 
Then they were transferred to the charts in Figure 48 so that they could 
be compared with the predicted curves. 
The predicted and recorded paths match very well, except at three 
points. These disagreements may arise either from manufacturing errors, 
or from the fact that the measurements were made dynamically on an elas-
tic system, while the theoretical work assumed a cam in static equilibrium. 
The record of cam follower displacement can be seen to be slightly 
asymmetric. This could be due to manufacturing error, or may be an 
actual dynamic record considering the elastic deflection of the cam. 
The variations near the point of initial rise and final return are a 















Camshaft Accelerat ion 
Figure 48. Displacement and Acceleration Curves of Cam with Free 
Elastic. Band, a = 110° , D = 0.75 inch, and R=0.50 Inch 
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elastic band approaches tangency with the base circle, it is hard to 
fill this space without pushing the band away from the hub. In the 
test cam, these spaces appear to have been inadequately filled, and 
therefore the cam displacement is low. 
Comparison between the experimental and calculated acceleration 
curves also show good agreement. At the points of initial rise and 
final return, there is a jump in the acceleration, and as expected at 
such points the actual measured acceleration lags the theoretical 
acceleration. An abrupt change in acceleration is not physically pos-
sible, hence the cam must deform slightly, producing the lag in the 
measured acceleration. Where there is an abrupt change in theoretical 
acceleration, the accelerometer will be expected to record an amplitude 
nearly double the size of the step; and this expectation is fulfilled. 
The measured values of the negative acceleration on the rise portion of 
the cam are not as high as predicted. This variation could be the result 
of the slight imperfection in the cam profile noted in the displacement 
curve, or due to a deflection of the cam due to the dynamic load. 
Two Cams to Give Desired Motion, Matching an Automotive Cam 
Two more sample cams were made and tested. In the choice of 
these, however, there was an additional purpose. Not only could they 
be used to compare the motions produced with those predicted, as in the 
case just discussed, but they should be so dimensioned as to produce a 
i 
desired motion. 
It was decided to attempt to match an elastic band cam to an 
automotive cam. By courtesy of General Motors Corp., the specific rise 
and angle correlation of an exhaust-valve cam were obtained. In Chapter 

























Camshaft Displacement (Degrees) 
Figure 49. Displacement and Acceleration Curve for Elastic Band Cam: 
































Figure 50. Displacement, and Acceleration Curves for Elastic Band Cam: 
a =86°, R = 0.654 Inch, D = 0.981 Inch, and L = 4.571 Inch 
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an elastic band with a = 86°, R = 0.654 inch, D = 0.981 inch, and L = 
4.571 inch is a good match, and so also is an alternative design 
having a = 86°, R = 0.500 inch, D = 0.827, and L = 3.615 inch. The 
whole angle of rise, and the maximum rise of the two cams are the same. 
From the computer program for the special case of configuration (a), 
the graphs of the follower displacement and acceleration curves were 
obtained and plotted in Figures 49 and 50. The experimentally deter-
mined follower displacement and acceleration curves are also included 
in the charts in these figures for comparison purposes. These examples 
continue to bear out the good correlation between the analytical and 
experimental results. 
As was found in the first example., there are some slight discrep-
ancies between the experimental and theoretical data. The differences 
at the ends of the displacement curves are due to the thin section of 
the matrix. Other deviations are also attributed to manufacturing 
errors, i.e., the slight error in the location of the toe in Figure 49. 
The experimental acceleration curves fit the theoretical curves except 
at the two acceleration peaks during the cycle. The variations at these 
points can be attributed to the rapid changes in accelerations. The 
inertia forces on the accelerometer tend to override the vibration forces 
and produce extended wave lengths of the carrier wave with very high 
amplitudes. There is a certain amount of time necessary for the accel-
erometer to respond to the peak accelerations. This delay can be caused 
by a small deformation of the cam. The acceleration peaks are of a very 
short duration and by the time the elasticity of the cam restores the 
deformation, enough of the peak is past that its full height is not 
recorded. 
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The tests of elastic band cams are intended to show that the 
shape of such cams can be predicted using the methods presented in 
Chapter III. The results of these tests show a definite correlation 
between the actual and theoretical cams. Some deviations between the 
two are noticeable, but none would indicate that the actual cam profile 
was not based on the predicted elastic curve with only minor manufac-
turing defects. 
These three examples in themselves do not prove that the mathe-
matical predictions are true for all configurations, but the mathe-
matics used to predict the shapes of the elastic curves are based on 
sound principles and would be expected to give correct results. It is 
sufficient to show that the results can be verified for a few examples. 
Then it can be concluded that the analytic representations for the other 




EXAMPLE,CAM DESIGN PROBLEM 
A method by which an elastic band cam can be designed from the 
data presented in this dissertation is illustrated by this example. 
a cam is designed for an exhaust valve cam whose specifications were 
obtained from Detroit.Diesel Engine Division of General Motors Corpora-
tiono First, a plot of the displacement and acceleration curves were 
made from the specifications. The rise portion of this cam covered 
86 degrees of camshaft rotation and the return portion covered 117 
degrees. However, the cam is almost symmetric about the point of 
maximum rise. A ramp on the return portion between 160° and 193° dif-
fers from the rise portion (Figure 51)0 Since only symmetric elastic 
band cams have been investigated and the cam must be designed according 
to the data presented, and because a ramp cannot be included on an 
elastic band of this type, a cam with 86 degree rise and 86 degree 
return is designed. The rise for the elastic band cam is 0.3270 inch 
as specifiedo Since the size of the base circle is not stated in the 
design criterion, different base circle radii, and therefore different 
rise ratio, are investigated in order to select the best cam of the ones 
considered. 
Given specifications for elastic band cam: 
Angle of Rise = 86° 


















Note: Numbers on leaders indicate the rise ratio. 
Figure 51. Follower Displacement Curves 
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Figure 52. Follower Acceleration Curves 
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Finite Jerk, i.e. Continuous Acceleration 
For rise ratio equal 0.30, the acceleration ratio values for a = 86° 
are obtained by linear interpolation of values obtained from accelera-
tion characteristics charts for a = 70° and a = 90° (Figure 21). 
Initial Acceleration = 0.0 
Maximum Positive Acceleration Ratio = 0.000177 
Maximum Negative Acceleration Ratio = 0.000609 
Base Circle Radius 






= 1.090 inch 
Maximum Positive Acceleration 
Maximum Negative Acceleration 
= (acceleration ratio) x 
(base circle radius) 
= 0.000201 in/deg2 
= 0.000664 in/deg2 
Similar calculations for rise ratio equal 0.5 0 from Figure 22 yield: 
Base Circle Radius = 0.654- inch 
2 
Maximum Positive Acceleration = 0.000201 in/deg 
2 
Maximum Negative Acceleration = 0.000903 in/deg 
And for rise ratio equal 0.70 from Figure 23 yields: 
Base Circle Radius = 0.459 inch 
2 
Maximum Positive Acceleration = 0.000199 in/deg 
2 
Maximum Negative Acceleration = 0.001124 in/deg 
All of these values of acceleration are for the cam contour, but the 
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important acceleration is that of the follower used with the cam. A 
translating flat-faced follower is used in this example. To make the 
necessary changes from the cam acceleration to the follower accelera-
tion, correction factors, the follower acceleration ratio divided by 
cam; acceleration ratio, are calculated from data obtained from the 
follower output charts for a = 70° and a = 90° with continuous accel-
eration (Figures 28 and 29): 






0.00045 0.00190 4.22 
Maximum Negative 
Acceleration Ratio 0.00250 
0.00035 0.14 




Maximum Pos it ive 
Acceleration Ratio 
0.00028 0.00052 1.86 
Maximum Negat ive 
Acceleration Ratio 0.00110 
0.00032 0.29 
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The correction factor for a = 86° is a linear interpolation from these 
values: 
a = 86° 
Correction 
Factor 
Maximum Positive Acceleration Ratio 2.33 
Maximum Negative Acceleration Ratio 0.26 
Now multiplying the maximum accelerations by these factors, the pre-
dicted values of the follower acceleration are found: 
Rise Ratio =0.30 
2 
Maximum Positive Acceleration of Follower = 0.000468 in/deg 
2 
Maximum Negative Acceleration of Follower = 0.000173 in/deg 
Rise Ratio =0.50 
Maximum Positive Acceleration of Follower.= 0.000468 in/deg^ 
r 
Maximum Negative Acceleration of Follower = 0.000235 in/deg' 
Rise Ratio =0.70 
2 
Maximum Positive Acceleration of Follower = 0.000464 in/deg 
2 
Maximum Negative Acceleration of Follower =0.000292 in/deg 
A computer program is used to calculate the profiles of the 
elastic band cams specified by a = 86°, rise = 0,327 inch, and rise 
ratios of 0.30, 0.50, and 0.70. If the computer program had not been 
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available, the calculation of the cam curves could have been carried 
out by hand. The equations in the section of Chapter III pertaining to 
the special case of configuration (a) are used. The calculations for 
rise ratio equal to 0.50 will be outlined* Values R = 0.654 inch, 
D = 0.981 inch, and a = 86° are substituted into Equations (3-9), 
(3-12), (3-13), (3-14), and (3-15). A value of lp must be assumed. A 
first assumption of I|J = 165° is used. Calculations give: 
p = 0.9924 
k = 3.4654 
cf> = 79.707° 
Calculating y from Equation (3-5), the radius of curvature of the 
elastic curve at point A can be found from Equation (3-19). 
r = 0.8045 inch 
c 
This value of r is greater than the radius of the hub and therefore c 
another assumption for ik must be made. Referring to Figure 10, it 
can be seen that as the value of lk, deci?eases, the value of the radius 
of curvature of the elastica decreases, the limiting point occurring at 
the .superimposed ground link, point A. Since the radius of curvature 
of the elastic curve was greater than required, the new assumption for 
ijj is lower than the original. Continuing this procedure results in a 
value of i|i for which the radius of curvature of the band equals the 
radius of the hub at the point of contact. For this case: 
ij\, = 159.8672° 
M 
p = 0.99914 
k = 5.56793 
r = 0.5000 = R 
c 
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The length of the cam curve as calculated from the Equation (3-18). 
L1 = 0.98866 inch 
The total length of the band is calculated from: 
n _ , n n f360-2c^ 
L = 2 L' - 2TTR (~^7H 
L = 3.61793 inches 
The shape of the curve can be plotted by calculating coordinate points 
along the curve using Equations (3-5). It is then transformed to the 
r,0 system using Equations (3-27) and (3-28). The velocity and acceler-
ation curves can be obtained from the displacement curve using numerical 
differentiation. 
The follower acceleration curves calculated are shown in Figure 
52. The acceleration curve of the Detroit Diesel cam is also included 
on this chart. All three elastic band cam acceleration curves are 
similar in shape, but the one for the cam with a rise ratio of 0.50 most 
closely approximates the desired acceleration curve. Comparing the pre-
dicted accelerations with the actual calculated accelerations: 
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RISE RATIO = 0.50 
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RISE RATIO = 0.70 
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All of the predictions except for the maximum positive acceleration at 
rise ratio = 0.30 are close to the calculated values. This shows the 
use of the charts as a useful tool in the preliminary stages of design 
of the elastic band cam. The displacement curves for the desired cam 
and the elastic band cams are shown in Figure 51u Again the cam with 
rise ratio = 0.50 correlates best. 
In this example, the closest correlation of cams as shown in 
Figure 51 and 52 may not be the best cam for the task. If its base 
circle is either too large or too small for the application intended, 
an appropriate base circle must be used and the resulting deviations 
from the given cam profile considered. 
Assuming that the diameter of the base circle of a cam with a 
rise ratio of 0.50 is acceptable, this cam is chosen as the final 
design. 
Elastic Band Solution: 
Rise Ratio - 0.50;, Base Circle Radius = 0.654 inch 
Using a translating flat-faced follower 
2 
Maximum Positive Acceleration - 0.00036 in/deg 
2 
Maximum Negative Acceleration " 0.00022 in/deg 
The given Detroit Diesel cam: 
2 
Maximum Positive Acceleration = 0.000 34 in/deg 
2 
Maximum Negative Acceleration =; 0.00020 in/deg 
To build a cam to these specifications it is necessary to know the 
length of the band required as well as the angle of rise, rise, and 
base circle radius. This length can be estimated from values obtained 
from Table 3 for a = 70° and 90° and the rise ratio equal 0.50, then 
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interpolating to find the value of the length ratio for a cam with 
a =86°: 
a = 70° Length Ratio = 6.917 
a = 86° Length Ratio = 6,993 
a = 90° Length Ratio = 7 ,,0092 
The actual length of the band is the length ratio multiplied by the 
base circle radius. Therefore the predicted length of the band 
required is 4.573 inches. The value of the length calculated by the 
computer program is 4„571 inches. This is only a 0.002 inch difference 
in the length of the band between the estimated and calculated lengths. 
The complete specifications for building the cam are: 
Base Circle Radius =-0.654 inch 
Angle of Rise = 86 degrees 
Rise = 0.327 inch 
Length of Band = 4.571 inches 
A cam was built to these specifications to illustrate the feasi-
bility of the construction. Test results for this cam are included in 
Figure 50 in Chapter IV. 
I'.'A 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION: 
Evaluation of Elastic. Band Cams 
The elastic band cam provides solutions to some of the problems 
of cam design and manufacture. It can be fabricated without using any 
form of incremental cutting process. The profile which is formed when 
the elartic band is constrained according to the necessary conditions 
for a particular cam, will be the exact shape of an elastic curve and 
not an approximation from a finite number of precision points. Any 
errors which may occur during the manufacture of the elastic band cam 
may csuse the profile to deviate slightly from the theoretical profile 
but it v.'ill still be an elastic curve. Therefore it will still have 
continuous values of Its derivatives at all points where the theoretical 
cam profile was continuous. The surface finish on the elastic band cam 
can be made as smooth as desired by selecting a material for the band 
which has the desired surface finish. This is an easier method of 
obtaining a good surface finish than the filing and polishing required 
by conventional methods. 
The analytical descriptions of the follower paths for elastic 
band cams show that this type cam can be used successfully for many 
applications. The applications for which it can be used are determined 
to seme extent by the type and dimensions of follower system used. This 
is because the parameters cf the cam specify the actual profile of the 
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cam and not the follower path as is the case for most conventional 
type cams. Hence the follower path is dependent upon the type of 
follower system and thus its design is not completely independent. 
The acceleration characteristics of followers on elastic band cams 
were compared with the acceleration characteristics of conventional 
cam profiles but it is hard to draw conclusions from these comparisons 
without knowing for what application the cam is to be used. The 
application is of particular importance when comparing elastic band 
cams because their accelerations are not symmetric with respect to the 
positive and negative parts. Which of these parts is greater depends 
upon the type of follower used with the cam. Therefore the application 
of the cam would determine the merit of a low positive or a low negative 
acceleration. 
One application of cams is in internal combustion engines. The 
displacement and acceleration curves of an exhaust valve cam used in a 
diesel engine are used in the example design problem in Chapter V and 
are shown in Figures 53 and 54. It was found that an elastic band cam 
with a translating flat-faced follower can be designed to approximate 
this cam closely. Other very similar curves for cams used in automo-
tive engines were found in the literature (61,62). From these observa-
tions it is clear that elastic band cams can be designed which will 
perform with equal or better results than conventional cams. 
We must also consider the economy of manufacture when deciding 
whether the use of the elastic band cam is merited. From the economy 
standpoint, the great advantage of the elastic band cam is the low 
cost of producing the first master cam. This advantage is greatest 
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when the number of cams to be manufactured is small and the percentage 
of the total cost of each cam from the cost of the master is high. 
Therefore the savings on the master produce appreciable savings on 
each cam. For a very high production application, the cost of the 
original master cam is only a very small part of the total cost of a 
cam. Therefore the cost saving from using an elastic band cam would 
not be great enough to merit its use for this reason alone, 
The design of the elastic band cam is more complicated than 
designing a cam to conform to the basic type of conventional profile 
but with the help of a computer it is no more difficult to design than 
many numerically based or other specialized cam profiles. Once a com-
puter program is written, the design merely involves substitution in 
the desired parameters of the rise, angle of rise, base circle radius, 
and the length of band or acceleration characteristics desired, such 
as continuous acceleration, and letting the computer turn out a solu-
tion of the cam characteristics« These will include the length of band 
which produces the cam if this is not a parameter. If a computer is 
not available, the design can be done using a desk calculator and a 
set of elliptic integral tables. 
For a quick design, the data presented in Chapter III can be 
used to get a good estimate of the length of band necessary to produce 
a cam conforming to given criterion as was shown in the example in 
Chapter V. 
There are some limitations which result from inherent properties 
of the elastic band cam. The final cam is made up of more than one 
material and therefore dependent on the properties of each and the 
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bonding between thorn. One great limitation of the cam is the lack of 
load carrying capacity clue to the low strength , .low elasticity matrix 
materials. It :i.s found, that when high follower .loads are on the cam, 
the bond between the band and. matrix breaks. It is unable to with-
stand the flexing of the band as the two materials deform under load. 
The higher the follower' load, the fewer revolutions required to break 
this bond. When a spring load varying between 6-1/2 and 8 pounds 
during the cam rotation is used with a roller follower, 3/H inch diam-
eter, separation of the band and matrix occurred, after about five 
minutes at: 500 revolutions per minute. 
For' this reason the cam is best used, as a master cam. Even for 
use as a master cam the best procedure is to produce a solid steel 
master by copying the elastic band earn, then use this steel master' as 
a template to produce all additional cams;. hither a hydraulic or 
electronic servo system or a mechanical system which requires only small 
copying, forces can be used when producing the steel master from the. 
elastic band cam. This two-step procedure overcomes the lack of dura-
bility of the elastic band cam. The basic manufacturing benefits of 
the elastic band cam are preserved because the need for incremental 
cutting for the fabrication of a master is eliminated and the contour 
of the cam is actually the mathematical curve that it was designed to 
be. 
The use of an elastic band cam for actual service operation is 
still a possibility for special cases. The cam can be used advanta-
geously in actual use when there are low follower loads and when the 
number of cams to be produced is very small. Then their manufacture 
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by assembling them by the elastic band process could be more economical 
than producing them by copying process. Also to be considered when 
determining if it is feasible to make cams by the elastic band method 
is the availability of copying machinery. 
The designs that can be accomplished with an elastic band cam 
are limited. Only symmetric cams can be produced so the design is 
limited to situations that call for a symmetric cam. This is not too 
great a handicap because the cams for many situations can be designed 
symmetrically. The cam profile also cannot be altered to take into 
consideration deflections in the follower system or peculiar specifi-
cation of the follower motion such as the ramps which are often used 
at the beginning or end of the cam rise of an automotive cam. In other 
words the path of the follower must be accepted as it results from 
operating on the cam profile which is the elastic curve. 
Further Work 
There is much that might be done to improve the elastic band cam 
by eliminating some of the limiting factors. An asymmetric elastic band 
cam could be developed by using some type of asymmetric loading at the 
toe of the cam rather than the symmetric load along the cam centerline 
(Figure 53). This loading would have to be of a type which did not 
produce any external moments on the band at the point of application. 
If a moment is produced on the band this will cause a discontinuity in 
the cam acceleration which is undesirable. 
Another similar development would be the adding of an additional 
constraint along the band to produce modifications in the follower path 
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Figure 53. Asymmetric Form of Elastic Band Cam 
Figure 5'4. Form of the Elastic Band Cam with 
Additional Location Constraint of Band 
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(Figure 54). This could be used to produce ramps at the ends of the 
rise and return portions of the cam. This is simple in theory but 
the additional forces on the band would change the mathematic defini-
tion of the cam curve. 
The calculation of the curves formed for either of the con-
figurations mentioned above could be solved using the principle of 
elastic similarity, but the procedures would be much more complicated 
than the ones used in this dissertation. Either the asymmetric or 
additional force on the band requires that the elastic curve be a 
portion of two elasticas since the modulus of the elastic curve, p, 
would be different for the parts of the curve which have different 
loading. This will increase the number of equations which must be used 
to describe the fit between the cam curve and the elasticas and there-
fore increase the difficulty of the solution. The design of cams of 
these types would be impractical without a computer program to solve 
the resulting set of equations. 
The development of the fabrication of the elastic band cam would 
probably be the next step in the study of this type cam. Development 
work with different matrix materials and different methods of joining 
the ends of the band could help produce a more precise cam. Better 
casting characteristics for the matrix, such as being able to flow 
easily into thin sections would be desirable. A precision assembly 
fixture would be a necessity for the precision production of elastic 
band cams. Such a fixture which could be used to fabricate all sizes 
of cams would be desirable. This should incorporate precision methods 
of setting the angles of rise and amount of rise. Possibly sliding 
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vernier scales attached to swinging clamp used to set the angle of rise 
and also attached to the locator used to set the amount of rise could 
be incorporated. This development of the fabrication could also pro-
duce improvements which would be beneficial to the production of 
elastic band cams for production use. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR ELASTICAS 
The development of Equations (3-4) and (3-5), the equations 
for the undulating and the nodal elasticas, respectively, are pre-
sented here as taken from Flexible Bars by R. Frish-Fay. These equa-
tions define the elasticas by defining the basic strut sections which 
are used to form the elasticas. 
The Undulating Elastica 
The undulating elastica is formed from a series of columns 
deflected by a vertical force, as described in Chapter III, and shown 
in Figures 2 and 55. This column configuration is called a basic 
strut. The column is fixed at the bottom and subject to a vertical 
load P at the top. If the bar is sufficiently flexible, it will take 
the shape of Figure 55. The flexural rigidity EI is constant, a condi-
tion that will hold throughout this discussion. The bending moment at 
B(x,y) due to P is M = -Py = El/r, and 
y = - w - - 4- <A-D 
k r 
2 
where k = (P/EI) and r is the radius of curvature. 
Using the accurate expression of 1/r we have: 
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Figure 55. Basic Strut Configuration for Undulating Elastica 
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y - - ~ ^ / d x ' 2 1/2 (A-2) 
k^[l + (dy/dx)^]17^ 
Integrating with respect to x, Equation (A-2) becomes: 
y = -5 T-pr+ C (A-3) 
k^[l •+ (dy/dx)]17^ 
2 1/2 From Figure 55, dx/ds = cosij;, hence [1 + (dy/dx) ] = l/cos\p and 
Equation (A-3) reduces to: 
y2 = -^ cosip + C = ~ [1 - 2 sin2(ij;/2)] + C (A-4) 
k k 
Introducing: 
h2 = 2/k2 + C (A-5) 
we get: 
y2 = h2 - -i- sin2(ip/2) (A-6) 
k 
2 
At the fixed end A, \p = 0, hence y = h = AO. Since y is positive, 
the solution of Equation (A-6) will depend on the relative values of 
h and k„ 
2 2 First we assume: h < 4/k " 
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Let 
9 9 9 
h Z = 4pVk Z (A-7) 
where p < 1 and select <p such that: 
sin(^/2) = p sine)) (A-8) 
In this case 
y = h cos<J> (A-9) 
Noting that dy/d<() = -h sine)) and dy/ds = sinifj, after some reduc-
tions: 
-, h d<j> d<J> , A . _. 
= " 7 7 2 . 2,,1/2 = " 77. 2 • 2 . . 1 / 2 ( A " 1 0 ) 
2 p ( l - p sin-<j>) k ( l - p sin.<J>) 
ty is negative as shown in Figure 55, hence • <f> is also negative.. The 
negative sign in Equation (A-10) means that <j> is decreasing while s 
increases. Integrating ds from 0 to s and disregarding the negative 
sign: 
S - F / - — T T T - I T W ^ * ' (A-U) 
0 (1-psintjb) 
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This equation contains the unknowns p and $, The modulus p will be 
calculated from the assumption that the length of the strut does not 
alter during bending. Hence: 
L = t C -—?• 2 ,1/2 = ir K(p> (A-12) 
0 (1 - p sm <f>) 
the limits having been chosen such that cj> sweeps the quadrant in 
Figure 55 from AO to C O . Since, from (A-8): 
_ s in( \ j j /2) 
sincf) 
the slope at C is found from: 
sinCy/2) = p (A-13) 
The total horizontal deflection of the bar is 
AO = h = 2p/k 
and the y coordinate of B: 
y = 2E-S2S4. (A-14) 
Turning now to the vertical coordinate of B we note that 
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2 2 dx :: ds cosip = ds(l - 2p sin <$>) (A-15) 
Substituting ds from expression (A-10) in Equation (A-14) 
d x = (1 - 2p
2sin2cl))dcj) 
, ri 2 . 2.^1/2 
k(l - p s m cj)) 
and 
1_ f dj> _ 2p f sin § d({)  
X " k I M 2 • 2.J/2' k £ ,. 2 . 2.. 1/2 0 (1 - p sin (f>) 0 (1 - p s m (J>) 
The second integral equals: ' ' 
[F(p,<|>) - E(p,<f>)]/p 
and we find for the vertical deflection at B: 
x = 2E(p,cj))/k - F(p,<f>)/k (A-16) 
The Equations (A-14) and (A-16) are the equations for the x,y coordi-
nates of the undulating elastica and Equation (A-11) is the equation 
for the length of an arc on this elastica. These are the Equations 
(3-4) given in Chapter III. 
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The Nodal Elastica 
The nodal elastica is formed from a series of columns deflected 
by a vertical force and a moment as shown in Figures 5 and 56. The 
column is defined exactly as the column for the undulating elastica. 
Referring back to the development of the equations for the basic strut 
forming the undulating elastica, if in Equation (A-6) h < 2/k, y will 
vanish for certain values of x (for h =: 2/k, y vanishes at x = ±°°). 
2 
Since from y - - 1/k r, the curvature vanishes with y, it is clear that 
points of contraflexure occur whenever the curve passes through the 
x-axis. If, on the other hand, h > 2/k, y and the curvature will never 
vanish; in other words, there will be no points of contraflexure. 
2 2 2 9 
Let 4/k^ = h p , (p2 < 1) 
Then, from Equation (A-6): 
y = h[l - p2sin2(ip/2)]1/2 (A-17) 
2 Since p. < 1, y will not vanish for any real value of ty. We now select 
a parameter cf> such that 
sincf) = p sinOp/2) (A-18) 
It follows at once that: 
2 
y = h coscb = —- cos6 (A-19) 
pk 
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Figure 56. Basic Strut Configuration for Nodal Elastica 






dy _ hp simf;  
d* = ~ 4[1 - p2sin2(*/2)]1/2 
• , dy d^ 
dî  ds 
ds = -
hp2d(ij;/2)  
2[1 - p2sin2(ip/2)]1/2 
S--4T—«»?> 1/2 
0 [1 - p S i n ( i |> /2 ) r / / f 
= - hp 2 F(p, ip/2) /2 
The reason for the negative sign is that ip is decreasing from the fixed 
end to the free end. In the following discussion s is taken positive. 
To find x we note that: 
2 
dx = COSIJJ ds = [1 - 2 sin (ip/2)]ds 
hp2d(>/2) hp2sin2(ip/2) d(fr/2) 
2[1 - p 2 sin2(ip/2)]1/2 [1 - p2sin2(i|;/2)]1/2 
(the negative sign in ds has been neglected). Integrating: 
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u 2 w , / o w o v, 2 / s i n 2 ( f l /2) d(ij;/2) , . . . . 
x = hp F ( p s i p / 2 ) / 2 - hp J • i — ^ r-jy (A-21) 
0 [1 - p sin^/2)r^ 
= h E(p,iK/2) - h(l - ^~) F(p,^/2) 
It follows from Equation (A-17) that y = h and y . = 
^ Jmax •'mm-
1/2 h(l - p) „ This latter value of y occurs when \b = TT . Since y 
r J max 
and y „ have the same sign, y cannot be zero: consequently P cannot 
act directly on the bar, because at P, y = 0. Therefore, the load can 
act only through a rigid lever which is equivalent to a couple Ph cos<j> 
and a direct load P. This is shown in Figure 56. The elastic shape of 
this curve is called the nodal elastica. The Equations (A-19) and 
(A-21) are the equations for the x̂ y coordinates of the nodal elastica 
and Equation (A-20) is the equation for the length of•an arc on this 
elastica. These are the Equations (3-5) given in Chapter III. 
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APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The computer programs for the seven cam curve configurations, 
(a) through (g), and the special case for a cam with a continuous 
acceleration are included in this Appendix. The programs were written 
in Algol-60 and run on a Burroughs B-5500 computer at the Rich Elec-
tronic Computer Center at Georgia Tech. Figure 58 is the flow diagram 
of these programs. 
There are parts of each of these programs which are the same 
for all configurations. Such parts are only included once in this list-
ing. These are the List and Format statements, the elliptic integral 
procedures, calculation of the shape of the cam curve the follower 
path calculations, the numerical differentiation, and the harmonic 
analysis. The section in which the cam curve is described by calculating 
a series of coordinate points along the cam curve and then transforming 
them to the (r,0) coordinate system, is the same for all configurations 
except for minor variations. These exceptions are noted in this section 
of the program. The procedures used to evaluate the elliptic integrals 
are based on a method presented by L. V, King (62). The harmonic analy-
sis was based on the numerical method of finding the Fourier coefficients 
presented by Sokolnikoff and Redheffer (63). In the procedures for cal-
culating the follower paths the dimensions of the follower systems are 
specified by the variables: 
SET 
R, D, 
a , L 
— Calculate 
Cal. 









Calculate a Series 
of Points Represent-
ing the Jbllower 
Path from the Cam 
Profile 
Cal. Vel. & 
Accel, of Cam 
& FolloweE at 
Each Point 
j = j*l 
Write 
Series of Points 
Describing Disp., 
Vel., & Aocel. for 
Both Cam & follower 
—"[END] 




RR = roller radius or the distance from the face to the arm 
centerline , 
AR = the offset of a translating follower or the vertical 
distance from the follower pivot center to the camshaft 
center, 
BR = the horizontal distance from the follower pivot to the 
camshaft, and 
CR = the length of the follower arm,. 
A program segment for the determination of the fit between the 
cam curve and an elastica is given for each configuration. These are 
the solutions for the systems of equations derived in Chapter III. The 
results from these segments are the values of p, k, <f> , and cj> . 
PROGRAMS FOR AN ELASTIC BAND CAM TO FIND, (1) THE VALUES OF THE JACOB! 
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N I T i ^ f T 1 / ? o 0 l P*P« ?T<j'Jfr P < Q ' ? T M F N Rrr T N ' W R - T - -
. N O T E D I G O TO JOB* END) Q P H K Q U N l * N t * l I GO To' LstUnO ' i S ^ B F G I N *VT\ 
NT,NOTE3>*GO TO JOB;END;END; " ,: 
END 
END 
K * (2/PJ xTPS/ CDxCOSCTHCR) -RxCOSCTHAR) 5 
H «- 2/CPxK) I 
I «• CP/K) x(2»KCCP) -FCPpCir *FeP*C2)> ) 







7. C\ n A 
IF A8SCQ2)>0o00O0OlTHEN BEGIN IF N2<|00THEM B E G J N IFCQP>OHHFN C J*-1 FI «r<)00l 
C J M M Ft QPM2*0>ANDCC SI GNCQ2>-SIGNCQPM2> 5 #0,0>THEN IT2MT2/2J THAR<-THAR*C0001 
3300 
3 fl 0 0 
i«-,-• s ^qp- TTJ «; **T-4 /;— 
l T n P R l N ? ! u L R ^ 2 ? ' M 2 * 0 2 J N 2 * N 2 H , G ° T°•'•B««NDIEMD»t*R|TECPRl liT[pME,),HR00 
Li ^ ?X! *?XRXfPT *4PADVi 00 
LB48 
I «•- 2*L *2xRx(Pl -A R) % 
EL * 2 I: 
PHBR>- ARCTANCP 
PHA ••• PHAR / G j 
PHB * PHBR / G 
PHC #• PHCR / G 
/ SQRT'Cl »P*2 - ) ) I 
JOB! 
W R I T E C P R I N T P T L 3 P A N 3 




CONFIGURATION (A) SPECIAL CASE, CONTo ACCEL* 
BEGIN 
P* K = KP PSI M 
R * o a5o ; 
FOR APA •>- 110W0 
FOR 0 •• 0,75 DO 
APAR * APA x G I 
111 Q — -. 
n A p P b i N THC 
00 
WRITECPRINT CPAGE] ) % 
WRITECPRXNT/»TL2PAN2) J 
J' SOLVE FOR P AND K BY TRIAL AND ERROR 
^CALCULATIONS FOR THE NODAL ELASTlCA 
THA •• 170,0 I THAR •• THA x 
IT2 #• 005 x G J 
QPM2 «• OoO I 
LB88 P * 0a99999999 1 
IT1 «• 0,02 ; 
M * 0 I 
Ni * 0 i 












0 a f\ r\ 








PNO I GO TO JOB ; 
THBR •• "PI I 
THCR * 2«PI » APAR — THAR J 
IF THCR '<- O 00 THEN GO TO JOB I 
TP1 ••• PxSINCTHAR/2) % 
PHAR *< ARCTANCTPI/ SQRTC 1»TP1*25 ) I 
TP1 «• PxSIN(THCR/2)"l 
P H C R * ARCTANCTPI/ SQRTCl*TPi*255 I 
CI * JHAR/2 I 
C2 •* THCR/2 I 
IPS * COS(PHCR) .-« COSCPHAR) I 
TPC ••«•- TPS/(E(P*C2) •••ECP#C1)' »2*ECCP5 «Ci"P*2/2)« 
(F:(P»C2) ••F(P*Ci) -2«KCCP)5) I 
;IF! ABSCTPC" )' <• i 80§"10 THEN 
LB22I IF M s 0 THEN 
BEGIN Nl «• o I • 
IT1 * 0»02 I 
QPMi *- OoO J 
P • P - OoOlO ) 
M > 1 I GO TO LB2 I 
ELSE 
BEGIN WRlTECPRlNTpN0TE2) * GO TO JOB .? 
TA *• COS(THCR)/ TPC -SlN(THcR) I' 
IF ABS(TA) < 1,09-10 THEN GO TO LB22 8 
DO* Rx(COSCTHAR5/ TPC +$INCTHAR} ) / " ( C O S ( T H C R ) / • T P C " • S I N ( T H C R ) ) J 
Ql * DO •••• D I 
I F ABSCQ1) > 1 . 0 P - 5 THEN 
I F Nl < 100 THEN 
IF CQPM1 / OoO) AND (SIGN(QI) - SIGNCQPM1) * 0«0) THEN 
IT1 «• -IT! / 2.0 I 
P • P - IT1 J 
QPMI 4- Ql J • 
Nl * Nl + 1 } 
GO TO L82 I 
ELSE 
BEGIN WRITECPRINT* N0TE3) I 





END I END I 
BEGIN 
BEGIN 





- F C P P C Z ' ) ) J 
K •«" C2/P) xTPS/ 
H «• 2/CP»K) I 
L)•«• CP/K5 XC2«KCCP) - F ( P P C I ) 
Ll -* 2*L ^2xRx(pj -APAR) 1 
EL: «. 2 i 
YA • •H « COSCPHAR) I 
Q2 -•• 1 7 (K*2 x YA •) -R J 
IF ABS(Q25 > Oe0001 THEN 
IF N2 < 100 THEN 
IFCQ2 <05 THEN CJ •• 1 ELSE Ci * »1 I 
IF CQPM25*0) ANDCCSIGNCQ?)»SEGNCQPN?5 
IT2 «•• IT2/2 $ ' * 
I l i n n * • J I I M R v1 I* %JI • * i I J? ' 
THA * THAR / G J 
QPM2:••• Q2 ) 
N2 * N2•••• I I 
60 TO LB8 J 
W R I T E ( P R I N T P T L 2 P A N 2 5 i 
PHBR* ARCTANCP 7 SQRTd -P*25) 1 
PHA * PHAR / G 1 
PHB «• PHBR / G I 
PHC--> PHCR / G | 
WRITE(PRINT,TL3*AN3) J 
IF EL * 1 THEN 
W R I T E ( P R I N T P T L O I ) 
ELSE 
W R I T E ( P R I N T > T L 0 2 ) I 
) i 
# C O ) THEN 
END J END ) 
0680 








r fi K St • K p 
R <-095 I 
FOR APA * 
FOR D > 0 
CONFIGURATION CB5 





FOR L l «• 3«640 DO 
en 
l\0 
BEGIN APAR * APA x G % n.R0 
WRITECPRINT [-PAGE3) I 
WRITE(PRlNTpTL2pAN2r I 
X SOLVE FOR P AND K BY TRIAL AND ERROR 0 < 9 0 
^CALCULATIONS FOR THE UNDULATING ELASTIC* 
LL * (Li - 2XR x<Pl--- APAR?}/ -2-*6- I 
THA * APA*10 I THAR + THA * G 9 
QPM2 * OoO r IT2 *• 5»0 x G I 
LB8J 
P «•• 0 B99999999 
IT1 * 0 e02 I 
M * o J 
kl a 
** Jt 
QPM1 * 0,0 J 
0230 
0240 
LB1I "'* 0 2 5 0 
IF (P>1) OR (P<0 00) THEN 
BEGIN WRITECPRINT>NOTEi) I-
GO TO LB3 ; . N 0 , 
THBR 4. THAR * APAR J 
TPS * SINC THAR/9D % 
IF TPS > P THEN 
BEGIN- WRITECPRINT,NOTED 1 
GO TO LB3 I z m ) 
PHAR «• ARCTANCTPS/ SQRT(P*2 - T P S * 2 ) r 1 
TPS > SINCTHBR/2) 1 
PHBR «• ARCTAN(TPS/ SQRTCP*2 - T P $ * 2 ) n 
TP1 *• APAR • THBR I 
TPS *2XPX( cOS(PHBR) -COSCPHAR)) I 
TpC--«-TPS/ (2XECP,PHAR) *2xECP,pHBR) -F(P,PHAR) •Ftp*PHBR>>' J 
IF ABSCTPC )••<• i o O 0 M O THEN 
L B 1 H IF M * 0 THEN 
BEGIN Nl *• 0 i 
IT! > 0,02 ; 
QPM1 * OcO I 
P • P - OoOio ; 





















TE(PRlNTpN0TE2) I GO TO JOB 
«• C0SCTHBR5/TPC *SINCTHBR) I 
ABSCTA )'<• ioOPw10 THEN 
TO L B H * 
CRxCCOSCTPU/TPC - + SlNCTPD)5/C 
• DD " D: I 
00@«*6THEN BEGIN I F Nl<iOOTHE*f B 
OoOTHEN l T ' l > » l T l / g ' 8 O i P i | . P " l T i l I 
0 JOBJENDJQPMi*Q lJN i *N i+ i fGO TO 
TO JOB^ENDlENDl 
T P S / ( « R x c O S C T P i r +D*COSCTNBR 
* 1 >' 
END 










F5 c r 
"™ »• W 1— 













L * CF(P*PHAR} •-• FCP#PHBR)) / K 3 
92 • L ! - • LL I 
Q2>>0o0O0001THEN BEGIN I F N2<!00THEN BEGIN I F ( Q 2 > 0 ) T H E N C J * - 1 E 
F ( Q P M 2 # 0 ) A N O C ( S I G N C Q 2 ) « S I G N C Q P M ? ) ^ O S 0 5 T H E N I T 2 < . I T 2 / 2 | T H A R * T H A 
ITECPR U * * T " ' , R / g , l , P M 2 4 ' Q 2 1 N 2 f , N 2 * 1 , G 0 - : TO LB8^EN0IEN0IWRITECPRINTCPAGE]5 
L I * 2*L * 2*RxcPl-APAR-) J 
GO TO LB4 i 
I F ABSC 
• C J M J I 
I W T "r iy -• < *» 













ATIONS FOR NODAL ELASTIC 
LL * CL1 -• 2xR x(Pl - APAR))/ 2*0 
THA + APA+10 * THAR * THA X G i 
QPM2 «• 0*0 I IT2 <• 5.0 x G I 
P * 0,99999999 I 
IT1 * 0.02 I 
M * 0 I 
Nl •* o I 
0PM1 • 0*0 I 
I F ' C P > D OR (P<O e O) 
WRITE(PRINT*N0TE2) I 
GO TO JOB I 





TP1 -••* PxSlN(THAR/2) 1 
PHAR • ARCTANCTPl/ SQRTCl »TP1*?5 5 I 
TPI •• PxSiNCTHBR/2) I 
PHBR * ARCTANCTPl/ SQRTCl •TPi*|)5 I 
TPI *•. APAR •• THBR I 
CI * THAR/2 I 
C 2 • THBR/2 i 
TPS * COSCPHBR) • C0SCPHAR5 I 
TPC•'«••. TPS/ ' (E<PpCD -ECP->C2 5 "-{ ««P*2/2)x<Ft PJJCI 5 «*F? P!*C2)5) £ 
IF ABSCTPC ) <-lo09-10' THEN 
LB221 IF M •: o THEN 
BEGIN Nl * 0 I 
V "5*'% . M- .- A .- - A A r § 
A D A *" U ( V £ J 
QPM1 • OvO J 
p;>^Ph-= O0010 I 
M * i ) GO TO LB2 i c N D 
ELSE t N U 
BEGIN aRITE{FR!NT,NQTE2> P GO TO JOB I END I 
TA • C O S C T H B R ) / TPC • SlNCTHBR) I 
IF ABSCTA ) < SsO®«!0 THEN 
GO TO LB22 I 
OD* C**(CO$<TPi5/TPC +SlNtTPl))V/c COS(THBR)/TPC *SIN(THBR 5)1 
Ql > DD « D I 
K • C2/P)xTPS/(-RxC0SCTPn +DxCQSCTHBR)3 I 
EL > 2 I 
H «• 2/CPXK) I 
L • CP/K>x(FCP>Cl) •- F ( P P C 2 5 ) I 
02 «• L - LL I 
IF ABS(Q2)>0e00O00lTHEN BEGlN I F N 2 < 1 0 0 T H E N BEGIN I F C ^ O H H E N CJ*»lELSE00013300 
, 5 ^ 1 ! I u f Q P M ? ! ! 0 ) A I i f 0 { < S I G N C Q 2 ) , , S l G N C Q p M 2 ) ^ 0 v 0 5 T H E N IT24.IT2/2|THAR*THAR + C00013400 
T T r I i i T » J < ' T H A R / G I P M 2 * Q 2 I N 2 * N 2 * 1 J G 0 T ° LB8)ENDlENDIWRlTEcPRlNTcPAGEniWR000l3500 
I T E ( P R I N T P T L 2 > A N 2 ) I 00013600 
L I • 2*L>••* 2XRXCPI-APAR) I 
LB4t 
JOBS 
PHA «- PHAR / G 9 
PHB * PHBR / G r 
W R I T E C P R I N T P T L 3 P A N 3 
IF EL * 1 THEN 
W R I T E ( P R I N T P T L O S ) 
ELSE 
W R I T E C P R 1 N T * T L 0 2 ) I 
CONFIGURATION CC5 
Per 
• o * 




P B P « K g K„ 
R 4.0*5 J. 
FOR D 4- 0 e T 5 DO 
FOR APA * 1 1 0 * 0 DO 
APAR * APA x G I 
VE FOR P AND K BY TRIAL AND ERROR 
ULATIONS FOR THE UNDULATING ELASTIC* 
EL *• I I 
WRITECPRINT CPAGE] 3 J 
WRITECPRlNTpTLO!) I 
WRITE<PRINT*TL2#AN2) J 
P * 0,9999999999 I 
IT «< 0.02 I 
M • 0 1 
N * o I 
QPM 4- 0,0 1 
TPS 4- SINCAPAR) 1 
TPC *• COSCAPAR) 1 
TPl 4- D - RxCOSCAPAR) 1 
LBll 
CI 4- SINCAPAR/2) J 
BEGIN 
IF CP >loO) OR CP < 0^0> 
WRlTECPRlNTpNOTEl) 1 
IF CI > P THEN 
IF M s 0 THEN 
THEN 






END ; CT) 
CT) 
BEGIN PHBR <$. P I / 2 I 
P • • C i J 
M * i i 
ELSE 
BEGIN WRITECPRlNTpNOTEl) I 
GO TO LB3 ) 
ELSE 
PHBR •• ARGTANCC1V SQRT(P*2 • C l * 2 > ) I 
K > 2 x p x ( l »• COSCPHBR) ) / -TP i l ' 
Q > CC2*ECP*PHBR> - ! F ( P P P H B R 5 ) / K » (RxTPS>>* 
I F ABSCQ 5 >: 1 , 0 ^ * 5 THEN 
BEGIN I F N < 100 THEN 
* . * . « * , . A f * * r f 1 J
6 v/9v/ j ; A N U i-5ivjNCU'9
nSIGNCQPM') 4 0 0 0 ) THEN 
IT"> -IT / 200 I 
P * P » IT I 
QPM «. Q J 
N * N • XI 
GO TO LSI ; 
ELSE 
BEGIN WRITECPRINT*N0TE1) I 
GO TO LB3 ; 
H <• C2o0xP ) / K I 
L > FCP^PHBR) / K } 
LI * 2XL +2XRXCPI »APAR) % 
GO TO LB4 i 
LB3J 
XCALCUALTIONS FOR NODAL ELASTICA 
EL * 2 J 
WRITECPRINT CPAGEr ) J 
W R I T E ( P R I N T P T L 0 2 ) I 
W R I T E ( P R I N T P T L 2 * A N 2 ) I 
P «• 0.999999 J 
IT * 0902 ; 
QPM > 000 J 
N «• 0 ) 












IF CP >ioO) OR tp..< oo0) THEN 
WRlTEtPRlNT*N0TE2) I Go TO JOB I FMD 
K * (2/CPxRxSlNCAPAR))) *CEtP*Cl') ':*( i»P<>2/2 ) K F<P*C1)> 
IF ABSCK3 < U 0 e « 9 THEN 
P • P - IT I GO TO UB2 I FNfV ? 
H * 2 / CPXK5 ) E N 0 ' 
Q > HxCi»SQRTCl»P*2xS!N(Cl)*2)r -D ^ R X C O S C A P A R ) I 
IF ABSCQ 5 » i 009«5 THEN 
IF N < 100 THEN 
IF CQPM # 0 o0 ) AND CSIGNCQ}-Sl6NCQPM) * 0905 THEN 
IT * -IT / 2oO I 
P * P m IT J 
N •••> N + 1 I 
GO TO LB2 I 
ELSE 
BEGIN WRITECPRINT*N0TE2) I 
GO TO JOB } 
TPl «• PxSIN(CI) I 
PHBR * ARffTANf TPt / SQs??.' * •- T si ̂ -»* > I 
Ll * 2Xt 4-2XRXCPI -APAR) I 
PHA > O Q O I 
PHB * PHBR / G | 
P H C «• o-o'o-; 





END I END 
CONFIGURATION (D5 
BEGIN 
P * P, K » K* Psl M * THAp Psi N s THC 
R *0 e5 I 
FOR APA * U O o O DO 
FOR D «• 0,75 DO 
FOR LI 4-3.670 DO 
APAR * APA x G I 
CD 
00 
WRITECPRINT [PAGED J 
WRITE(PRINT>TL2*AN2) I 
% SOLVE FOR P AND K BY TRIAL AND ERROR 0190 
ICALCULATIONS FOR THE UNDULATING ELASTICA 
LL «• (LI - 2*R *CPI - APAR)*/ 2*0 J 
THA > 170,0 r THAR • THA x G J 
QPM2 • 0«0 J IT2 • 5>0 x G J 
LB8t 
P * 0,99999999 
I T 1 • 0*02 J 
M «- 0 I 
N l ••••- 0 J 0230 
. . . 0240 
wrni • o»0 f noun 
LBlt 0 2 5 ° 
IF (P>i) OR CP<0*0) THEN 
BEGIN WRITE(PRINUNOTEI) > 
GO TO LB3 ) p N D . 
inoR * «rAtt • IHAR / 
TPS • SIN(THAR/2) J 
IF TPS > P-'THF'N' 
BEGIN WRITE<PRINT#N0TE1) I 
GO TO LB3 r E N D ! 
PHAR * ARCTANCTPS/ SQRTCP*2 »TPs*2)5 * 
TPS • SINCTHBR/2) V 
IF TPS > P THEN 
BEGIN WRITE(PRINT^NOTEl) J 
GO TO LB3 J PMD I 
PHBR • ARCTANCTPS/ SQRTCP*2 *TP$*2)) I 
TP1 • THAR J 
TPS *2*P*C COSCPHBR) - COSCPHAR}) J 
TPC «• TPS/ C2xE<P*PHAR) *2*E*P>pHBR3 -FCPVPHAR) .-Ftp»PHBRi) ) } 
IF ABSCTPC ) < 1,09-10 THEN 
LBllt IF M * 0 THEN 
BEGIN Nl f 0 ) 
H I • 0v02 J M 
QPM1 • 0 ,0 J S 





M «• 1-J GO TO LBl I 
ELSE 
WRITE<PRINT#NQTE2) J GO TO JOB J 
TA • COSCTHBR)/TPC •SINCTHBR) I 
IF ABSCTA ) < 1.O0MO THEN 
GO TO LB11 | 
DO* (RxCeoSCTPD/TPC •SlNCTPl ) )>/( COSC THBR)/TPC 
Ql f DD - D I 
X^ ABSCQ1 >>1 •0^-<5THEN BEGIN IF NKlOOTHEN BEGIN IFCQPMljiOiO) ANDC SlGNC 
-SIGN(QP«1)#0V0>THEN IT14 . -XT1 /2 ,0 |P4 .P - ITJ I IF P<0V2THEN BEGIN WRlTECPR 
fi^O^ 
K!•*- TPS/C-RxCOSCTPl) •DxCoS(THBR)) J 
EL • 1 I 
H «- 2xP/K J 










Q2 • Ls - L I i 
IF A3Sta25>0eO00O01THEN BEGIN IF N2<100THEN BEGIN IFCQ2>o)THEN CJ*ME 
CJMnF<QPM2#0)AND(tSlGN<Q2^SIGN(QpM2 ) 5#o^O )THEN IT2*IT2/2|THAR«-THA 
JKlT2JTHA4.TMAR/firQ0M9*.00 8M9*MQi« S ft n * « i I a s £ ,.4 » "r.« . .. Jk-i. 1 £ i £ * i " 2? I l "? 
ITE<PRiNT>TL2AAN2)l "" ~ " — — ' " u«oi t W u , tWu> WnA r t i r K i N T i PAV,E n 
LI -'-• 2xL :••• 2XRXCPI-APAR) 










^CALCULATIONS FOR NODAL 
LL «• (LI - 2*R 
THA•>-. lFO.O I 




P • 0,99999999 
IT1 > 0*02 \ 
M • 0 ) 
Ni • 0 ) 
QPM1 • 0*0 J 
IF (P>1) OR (P<0*0) 
WRITE<PRINT#N0TE2) I 
ELASTIC 
x<PI - APAR))/ 2^0 
THAR • THA x 6 I 







GO TO JOB I 
THBR > APAR - THAR ) 
TP1 • PxSlNCTHAR/2) J 
PHAR • ARCTANCTP1/ SQRTCl  l  \ 
TPI 4- PxSlNCTHBR/2) i 
PHBR • ARCTANCTPi/ SQRTCl 
TPi • THAR J 
CI «• THAR/2 I 
C2 «• THBR/2 I 
TPS • COS(PHBR) - COS(PHAR) I 
TPC «- TPS/ CECP,Cl) +ECP,C2) -Ct>P*2/2)xCFCP>Ci) +F<P*C2>>> 
IF ABSCTPC ) < 1,09*10 THEN 
LB221 IF M * 0 THEN 
BEGIN Nl * 0 I 
IT1 • 0,02 I 
QPM1 «- 0.0 J 
P > P - 0,010 ) 
M «• 1 I GO TO LB2 ) 
ELSE 
BrftTN WPTTr/PRjMT.WQTpO) « 
TA*<-Ucbs(THBRO/TPC -SIN(THBR) I 
IF ABSCTA ) < 1,09-10 THEN 
GO TO LB22 I 
DD«- (RX(COS(TPl)/TPC +SlN(TPl)) 5/( COS( THBRO/TPC 
01 «• OD••-' 0 ; 
IF ABS(Q1)>1,0?-6THEN BEGIN IF NKlooTHEN BEGIN IFCQPM1*0.0>ANDCSlGNCQl) 
- S I G N < Q P M I > # 0 * 0 ) T H E N - l T l « . * l T l / 2 , 0 > p « . p - i T i H F P<0,»2THEN BEGIN W R I T E C P R I N T 
i r ° I n U i s ° 1° JOBIENDIQPMUQIINI-Nl + DGO TO LB2IEND ELSE BEGIN WRlTECPRl 
NT#N0TE3)IG0 TO -JOBIENDIENQI.. 
K••«" C 2 / P ) X T P S / ( - R X C 0 S C T P 1 ) *DxC0SCTHBR)v j 
EL • 2 i 
H «• 2/CPxK) I 
L «• ( P / K > x ( F ( P , c i ) + F (P*C2) ) r 
02 • L - LL J 
IF ABS(Q2)>0e00000lTHEN BEGIN IF N2<100THEN BEGIN IF(Q2>0)THEN CJ«-*1ELSE 
CJ*-inFCQPM2#0)AND(CSIGN(Q2)-SlGN(QPM2)5#0#0)THEN IT2*IT2/2| THAR*THAR+C 
JxIT2lTHAf.THAR/G;QPM2*Q2lN2«-N2+l^G0 TO LB8JENDJENDJ W R I T E C P R I N T C PAGE 3 )l WR 
GO i, n a -. sjuo 
END 
END> 










L l «• 2><L • 2xRx(Pi-APAR) I 
JOBS 
PHA • PHAR / G I 
PHB • PHBR / G I 
WRITE(PRINT,TL3>AN3> 










?, K . K* Psi M * THC, PSI 
R >0,5 J 
FOR APA «• 50.0 DO 
FOR D «• 0.75 DO 
TOR Ll • 3.477 DO 
N APAR * APA x G I 
WRITECPRINT CPAGE] ) J 
WRITE<PRINT>TL2*AN2) 1 
CULATIONS FOR THE UNDULATING ELASTIC/* 
THA > 10,0 } THAR • THA X G I 
IT2 > 5.0 x G ) QPM2 • 0*0 1 
LL > CLl m 2XR x(Pi - APAR))/ 2^0 I 
THCR • APAR • THAR I 
IF THCR > PI THEN 
GO TO JOB I 
P • 0*99999999 J 
IT1 ••= 0.02 J 
M • 0 I 
Nl > 0 I 
QPM1 • 0.0 J 
























TP1 <• SINCTHCR/2 ) I 
IF TPl > P THEN 
WRITE{PRINT,N0TE2) I 
GO TO JOB J 
PHCR • ARCTANCTP1/ 
TP1 > SIN(THAR/2 ) 
IF TPl > P THEN 
WRITEtPRlNT#N0TE2) I 
GO TO JOB I 
PHAR • ARCTANCTPt/ SQRTCP*2 -TPi*2)) J 
TPS 4- 2xPx(COS(PHAR0 + COSCPHCR1) J 
« ri * * * V 2 * L C C P } 













TPC • TPS/TP1 r 
IF ABSCTPC ) < UO^'IO THEN 
IF M « 0 THEN 
Ni 4. 0 ; 
IT1 4. 0*02 r 
QPMt • 0*0 I 
P > P - 6,01 J 
M • 1 r GO TO LB2 I 
ELSE 
WRITECPRINT.N0TE2) J GO 
TA • SINCTHAR) 
IF ABSCTA ) < 
GO TO LB22 J 
DO «• RXCSINCTHCR5 + COSCTHCR)/ 
•5lN(THAR)r j 

















QI)>U0?-6THEN BEGIN IF Nt<100THEN BEGIN IFCQPM1#0*0)ANDCSIGNC91)000 
P M l W r t . n U U p N l T « i . » T T ( / « A l D , » . « T . t * ~ D ^ A « . » . . - k l r, - • •• n _ * _ . « « _ . . - - - -PMl)#OvO)THEN lTl»»iTl/2,0IP*P'-iTi)lF P<0^2THEN BrGlN WRiTr<P 
JGO TO^JOBJENDJQPMltQlJNt + NlHJGO TO LB2JEND ELSE BEGIN WRITE 
3)JG0 TO JOBlENDlFNni I I IE DI
EL :-> 1 I 
K 4. TPS / CD XCOS(THAR) 
H 4. 2XP/K r 
RxCOScTHCR) ) ) 
12700 




L«••-• C2XKCCPV -FCP*PHAR) .r<p*PHCR))7 K I 
02 • Li - LL I 
IF ABS(Q2)>09000001THEN BEGIN IF N2<100THEN BEGIN IFCQ2>0>TH!:N CJ* , _ 
l2^iiK°5I!?2
02t22S C SJ G N ( O 2^ S l 6 N C Q p M 2^* O* ! 0' ) T H e N IT2»IT2/21THAR*THAR* 
ITEtPR T^ ) N 2* T° L B 8 , E N D , E N D , w R I T E ( P R l N T t PAGED) W 
WRITECPRINT CPAGE3 ) ) 














PHB 4- PHBR 
PHC * PMCR 
W R I T E ( P R I N T # T L 3 P A N 3 ) 






/ G I 
/ G J 
/ G ; 








% CONFIGURATION (F5 
i PP K »:KM PSI M « THC* PSI N » THA 
R 4-0,5 ; 
FOR D * 0,75 DO 
FOR 0 • 0^75 DO 
BEGIN APAR * APA x G } 
WRITECPRINT [PAGE] ) J 
WRITECPRINT,TL2*AN2) I 
% SOLVE FOR P AND K BY TRIAL AND ERROR 
QPM «- Ot 0 1 
P 4- 0,99999999 I 
IT"1-*-. 0*02 J 
M * o J 
N • 0 I 
TPS • SINCAPAR V 2t0) J 








IF (Pxp ) < (TPSxTPS) THEN 
IF M * 0 THEN 
PHD «• PI/2 I; 
P «• TPS J 
M > 1 I 
ELSE 
WRITECPRINT,NQTE2> J 
GO TO JOB I 
ELSE PHD > ARCTANCTPS / SQRTCPxp - TPSxTPS))' I 
K • (C2«OxP)x(i(>o • COS(PHD)))/ TP1 -J 




ABS<« ) > i,0§>-5 
N < 100 THEN 
(QPM # 0.0 ) AND 
• -IT / 2.0 I 
P - IT J 








N • N + 1 J 
GO TO LB1 I 
ELSE 
WRITECPRINT* 
GO TO JOB ) 
EL • 1 J 
H • C2.0xp ) 
L • (2XKC(P) 
LI > 2XL +2xRx(Pl 
PHID • PHD / G I 
GAMR • ARCTANCP/ SQRT(l.O-PxP)) J 
GAM > GAMR / G I 
WRlTEtPRlNT>TL3*AN3) 





(SIGN(Q)-SIGN(QPM) # o.O) THEN 
N0TE3) I 
/ K I 
- F<P*PHD)>/ K 
APAR) I 
} 
END J END I 
en 
% CONFIGURATION CG) 
P • P, .-XL;* K* PSI M a THC, PSI N • THA 
R *0,5 I. . . ' 
FOR APA ••. 50*0 DO 
FOR D <• 0,75 DO 
FOR LI • 3,500 DO 
BEGIN APAR * APA x GJ 
WRITECPRINT [PAGE] ) I 
WRITEtPRINT#TL2*AN2) I 
^CALCULATIONS FOR THE UNDULATING ELASTIC* 
LL • (LI - 2xR x(PI . APAR))'/ 2,0 ) 
'TM'A *• io,o i THAR •• TMA x G i 
QPM2 * 0*0 I IT2 «• 5»0 x 6 ) 
LB8I 
THCR «• APAR - THAR ) 
IF THCR > PI THEN 
GO TO JOB I 
P «• 0,99999999 J 
TT1 * Q402 I 
M i or 
Nl •• 0 J 
QPMi «. 0 » 0 ) 
LB2I 
IF (P>I) OR CP<090) THEN 
BEGIN W R I T E C P R I N T P N 0 T E 2 ) I 60 TO JoB ) 
TP1 * SINCTHCR/2 ) i 
IF TPt > P THEN 
BEGIN W R I T E C P R I N T # N 0 T E 2 ) J 
GO TO JOB I 
PHCR + ARCTANCTPt/ $QRT(P*2 •TPt*2>5 J 
TP1 «• SINC THAR/2 ) ) 
IF TPl > P THEN 
BEGIN WRITECPRINT#N0TE2) I 
GO TO JOB I 
PHAR * ARCTANcTPt/ $QRT(P*2 -TPi*2)) ) 



















TPl * 2XC2XECCP5 
-FtP>PHAR3 
TPC «- TPS/TP1 ) 
IF ABSCTPC ) < 1*0**10 
IF M «r 0 THEN 
Nl > 0 ) 
IT1 * 0o02 I 
QPM1 * 0.0 J 
P • P - OcOl ) 
M=-«- 1 ; GO TO LB2 1 
ELSE 












r i_ n W •-1.01. uc x» i n 
. f n rt T A _. M 
nr»A n-vrmOQu 
000 
GO TO JOB 
*—SINCTHAR) *eOSCTHAR)/TPC J 
ABSCTA ) < 1*0**10' THEN 
I TO LB22 I 
• RxcSIN(THCR) • COSCTHCR)/ T P O / TA I 
> D D * D J 
ft051wi^ivO^'oTHEN BEGIN IF Ni<j00THEN BEGIN !F<QPMi#o«0)ANOCSlGNCQj)000 
-SIGNCQPMl5/000)THEN ITl«.*lTl/2v0jp^p-lT*jIF P<0«2THEN BEGIN WRlTECPRINTOOO 
# N 0 T E 1 ) J G 0 T 0 JOBfENDlQPMltOllNl+Mi + i tr.n m « R9iFMn FI *r or*»*, UD!,r#DDT
NT*N0TE3)J6Q TO JOBJENDJENDJ • - - ! - • 
EL * 1 I 
K•••«. TPS / CO xCOSCTHAR) - RxCOseTHCR) ) J 
H <- 2 x P / K I 
LM- C2XKCCP) * FCP#PHAR> - FCP>PHCRn / K J 
Q2 * Li- LL I 
IF ABS(Q2)>0o00000lTHEN BEGIN IF N2<100THEN BEGIN IFCQ2>0)THFN CJ*-1ELSE000 
C J4-1IIFCQPM2#0)ANDCCSIGNCQ2)-SIGNCQPM2) 5 3*0,0) THEN lT2frlT2/2|THAR4.THAR4.C000 
JXlT2fTHA^THAR/GJQPM2*Q2^N24.N2*l^G0 TO L R 8 * E N D J END) WRlTEcPRlNTcPAGn > J WROOO 
I T E C P R I N T P T L 2 * A N 2 ) I 0 Q 0 
WRITECPRINT [PAGE] ) ) 
WRITECPRINT,TL2*AN2) J 
LI > 2XL + 2XRXCPI-APAR) J 
2 ) 
/ G I 
/ G I 










PHBR • PI/ 
PHA > PHAR 
PHB <- PHBR 














* * * * *-'*- * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - < * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
j H ^ c I S ^ n p ^ ^ S S ^ p ^ c r n g u T ^ 1 - ^ 1 ^ ^ 6 * SERIES OF COORDINATE POINTS ON 








C 2 . 0 X E ( P P P H R ) -
Hx COSCPHR) I 






CI •«- SIN(PHR) --I.-
vl * MnCifliiui/ d 9 R « t r*« « « (J 1*25} $ 
X[I3 «• H*(E<P*C-1) •*• (i*P*2/2) ><FCP*C1)} 
Yr 13 * HX co-SfPwR^ 8 
SE03 » 
C1XCCYM-C2XYCI35XTPC * CXM-C4-C$xxtI 3>*TPS :* R I 
CiXC(YM-C2*Ytl3)xTPS"--- CXM*C4*C$xXt11 )xTPC: I 
IF ABSCUCI3) < ip0Pw6 THEN THRU3 • PJ/2 
ELSE THRCI3 * ARCTANCVtH / Uflj ) J 
IF UCI3 < 0.0 THEN THRCI3 «• THR£l3 ••- Pi J 
IF THRCI3 < 0*0 THEN THRCI3 * TyRUS * ?,0xPI j 
IF ABSCTHRfU - 3XPI/2) < 0.001 THEN THRU3 «• PI/2 
RSCI3 «- SQRT(UCl3xUCl3 • VCl3xVn3 ) ) 
IF RSCI3 < CR*0<001> THEN 
WRITE{PRINT,N0TE4) I 
IF EL * 1 THEN 
GO TO LB3 J 
GO TO JOB I 
THCI3 •••THRII3V G I 
I • I • 1 ; 
END # } 
tNU F > 
END ) 























EL • 1 THEN 
* C2*ECP*PHMR) - F ( P , P H M R ) ) / K ) 
C2xECP*PHCR) -F(P*PHCR))/K ) 
H x COS(PHAR) J 
H* CE<P*THMR/2) 
Hx (ECP*THCR/2) 
H x COS(PHMR) I 
THRIO] «• -0,02 I 
RSC01 «• R ; 
I «• i ; 
TPS «• SIN(THMR) ; 








THE PROGRESSIONS Or PHI FROM P H| M TO PHI N T 0 R DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS 
FOR CONFIGURATIONS <A)* CE), AND (F) 
CONFo CA) 5 .-- ̂  * e 
BEGIN 
BEGIN 
Si > i # CQNF. (E) AND CF) I cl * -1 J 
FOR PHR «• PHMR STEP 0*02 UNTIL (PI/25 DO 
IF EL » 1 THEN SEQl ELSE SEQ2 I 
C2 «• 1 I C3 «• 1 J ~"c4 ••• 0.0 J 
S E « 3 I E N D J 
FO R PHR * ( P I / 2 5 S T E P * 0 O 0 2 UNTIL
1 P H N R , PHNR 0 0 
IF EL « I THEN SEQl ELSE SEQ? J 
CONF« CA) ? C2 * i I 
C3 > -1 I. 
SEQ3 I E N 0 , 
C4«• 2xXC I 
CONF9 (E) AND CF) j C2 > -1 * 
FOR CONFIGURATIONS (B) AND CC) 
Cl 4--1 I C2 «• 1 I C3 * 1 I C4 * 0,0 J 
FOR PHR • PHMR STEP -0e02 UNTIL PHNR, PHNR DO 
BEGIN IF EL * 1 THEN SEQl ELSE SEQ2 J 
SEQ3 ) 
FOR CONFIGURATION (D) 
Cl > -l-l C2 * 1 ^ e* «* 0,0 > 
FOR PHR «• PHMR STEP -0C02 UNTIL 0,0 00 
END J 
UD 
BEGIN IF EL * 1 THEN SEQl ELSE SEQ2 ) 
C3 -••• 1-1 
SEQ3 ) z m r 
FOR PHR • 0,0 STEP 0*02 UNTIL PHNR, PHNR 00 
BEGIN IF EL « 1 THEN SEQl ELSE SEQ2 \ 
C3 • -1 f 
SEQ3 \ E N D , 
FOR CONFIGURATION (G) 
c i • = • • • i ; 
FOR PHR «• PHMR STEP 0o02 UNTIL (PI/2) 50 
BEGIN SEQ2 I 
C2 *• i I C3 •• i I C4 «• 0,0 J 
P.
SEQ3 % . • END J 1200 
FOR PHR • (Pi/25 STEP -0002 UNTIL 090 DO 
BEGIN SEQl I 
C2-- + --1"! C3 «• M J C4 • 2 xXC I 
S E Q 3 } EMD J 1040 
FOR PHR > 0;0 STEP 0002 UNTIL PHNR* PHNR DO 
BEGIN SEQl I 
C2'-•' -1 > C3 •• 1 ) C4 * 2xXc J 
SEQ3 I EN|0 I 
T H t i ] • THR[13 * 0*0 \ 
THRtlT «- 2.0XAPAR - THRCI-2] I 
THCU «• THRtU /G J 
RSCU > R S U * 2 ] I 
I * I - 1 %• 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
PROCEDURES FOR CALCULATING THE FOLLOWER PATH FROM THE CAM PROFILE 
XFOLLOWER PATH FOR TRANSLATING ROLLER FOLLOWER SYSTEM 
AR*0,000jRR*Oo375)F0R J4-1STEP lljNTlL I DQ BEGIN CUTHRC J*il*»THRC vn*C2*TH 
RCJ3*THRtJ»l3iAPARfARCTAN((RSCJ*UxCOScCi)-RSCJ"i]xCOS(C2))/(RSCvi + l ] x s i N 




t n ^ i i 5 S T T S P G " T s ! * 2 ) ) , v r J U X C J 3 K N D , u t o ] # . u c i - 2 3 i x c o ] * x r i . 2 ] ) v c o ] * x r o 3 i w R 
ITE(PRINT*TL220)J 
^FOLLOWER PATH FOR TRANSLATING FLAT-FACED FOLLOWER SYSTEM 
FOR JMSTEp lUNTlL I DO BEGIN Cl>THRf J * l J-THRCJ]|C2*THRCJ.]-THRtJ^l IIAPAR-
J-ARCTANC(RStJ + nxCOSCCl)-RS[J-l3><COSCC2)5/CRStJ + l ] x S l N ( c i ) + RSCJ-nxSIN(C 
2))))UrJ3<-THRtJ3-APARIVtJ34.RSCJ3>«COSCAPAR)IXrJ34.vrj];END)UC01<-UtI-2];VCO 
3*Vt I -23 jWRITE(PRINT ,TL24) l 
XFOLLOWER 
AR+ltOOOJB 
i n * 
«•• /\ a T •* 
d w r» I i 
IF TPKAR 
IL I 00 BE 
XCOSCCD-R 
PARJGG*R$C 
K « ' * j a v v ^ t ^ 
G)THEN Z«-< 
• - H J V N 3 M 
QRT(GG«TPI 
X[03«.R*RRJ 
PATH FOR ROLLER 






















) ! • 
OELSE PPM* 
J3-THRtJ-i 




I e t A P A R A • 11 r 














- Z * 2 ) M F 






< O ) 0 R ( ( 
GG<PPM 
B . D / » T i U 








e T O * t C /% 1 











XFOLLOWER PATH FOR OSCILLATING FLAT-FACED FOLLOWER 
r ^ t ! ? 2 ? ? u g P * . 5 - 2 i 2 2 ^ R * ? i ? Z ? 2 F ? 5 " ' J t l S T c P ' ^ U N T I t - i " 1 ' 0 0 BEGIN C1*THRCJ*13-THR 
tJ3K2*THRCJ3-THRCj^l3^APAR4.ARCTANaRSrj*13XC0S(Cl)«'Rsrj-13xc0ScC2))/cRS 
C J * 1 3 X S I N ( C 1 ) + R S [ j -13xSlN(C2))))ApAR*PI/?»ApARlCR<-AR*2*BR*2)TPl*RR*RSCj3 
xsIN(APAR)lVtJ3<-ARCTAN(AR/BR)-ARCTAN(TPl/SQRT(CR*TPl*2))Jxrjl<-O.OlUtJ3*T 
HRCJ3 + APAR+VCJ3-Pl/2jEN0fUC034'Un-23)Vt01«-VCI-23|WRlTE<PRlNTiTL23)l 
* : • * - . • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * # * * * # * 
PROCEDURES TO NUMERICALLY FIND THE VEL0CITY ANo ACCELERATION CURVES 
OF THE CAM PROFILE AND THE FOLLOWER PATHS, ALSO THE VALUES OF THE 
MAXIMUM ACCELERATIONS ARE FOUND. 
WRITE<PRlNTfTLl2#AN12) J APAR • APAxG i 00000000 
ACPM«-0.0JMNA*0.0JMPA«-0*0JMJK«-0;0JF0R N«-lSTEP 1 UNTIL I DO BEGIN OOOOOIOO 
r V E t S ? S £ « ? 1 1 7 R S C N " l 3 > / C T H R t N * 1 3 " T H R l M " i 3 j , A C P M * A e * A C * C C 2 - i 0 - > > ? « C R S C N * i 3 - R S 0 6 0 0 0 2 0 0 -
CN3)/(THRtN'H3-THRCN3)*(CRSCN3-RSCN-13)/eTHRCN3-THRCN-lj))) /rTHRCN*l3-TH00000300 
RCN-13))^VE :L*((2.0)xcCXCN + l3'»XcN3)/(UCN + l3-UtN3)»CCXCN3-XtN-i3) / (UCN3-UC00000400 
H"?,3) I > ^ H C M t 1 3 " " H C N ' " i : , > >̂  ACC*CC2.0>xcCVCN-H 3 - VC N J > / C U C N* 1 3-Ur N 3 )*C(VCN 3-00000500 
V c N - l 3 ) / ( U c N 3 - U t N - l 3 ) ) ) / C U c N + 13-UtN-t3) ) |TPS4.UCNl/GlTPC*VCN3/GnF AC<MNA00000600 
THEN'MNA4-ACIIF- AOMPA THEN MPA«-ACJJK*< AG-ACPM)/CTHRCN-13-THRC N 3 ) J I F ABS00000700 
(JK)>ABSCMJK)THEN MJKfJKjYCN3*VEL J W R I T E < p R I N r m i 3# ANiy) JEND* WRITECPRINTO 000800 
#TL6#AN6)r 0 000900 
BB<"APAR)MAH«-(CD*R)/290)xCPI/BB)*2JMJH*-MAHxCPl/BB))MAC><2XCD»R)xPn/BB*20000l 
|MJc*4.0xpi*2xCD-R)/ (BB*3) |WRlTECPRlNT#TLlO*ANlO)J 00001200 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
PROCEDURES TO CALCULATE THE CONSTITUENT H A R M O N ^ S OF THE FOLLOWER 
ACCELERATION CURVE 
FOR N «-0 STEP 1 UNTIL CS + 2) DO THRCN3 • UCN3 i 
BEGIN REAL DUMMYILABEL LBriUOIJ^OIFOR Qt«-0,OSTEP 2.50UNTIL APA 00 BEGINO 000100 
•0*QtxGlLB7lIFtO*TMRCI3)AND(OSJTHRCI*i))TMEMi BEGIN UCJ3*QJViJi*<Q-THRCI ] )0 000200 
*C Y t I + 13 - YC13)/CTHRU + t 3 - T H R t 1 3 ) + Y C 1 3 | S * J ) J * J * 1 J END ELSE BEGIN I * l + iJ 00000300 
GO TO LB7IENDIENDIF0R IMSTEP lUNTlL S DQ BEGIN UC J3«-2xQ-Ut S* I31 VC J3*V[ SO 000400 
r l J ^ ^ t ^ E N D I A C O l ^ O . O ^ F O R UOSTEP 1UNTIL<2XS-1)00 AC OHACOUVC13JAC0 3+A0 000500 
C03/(2xS)JFOR JflSTEP lUNTlL 20D0 8EGIN ACJ3>0*0jBCJ3 4-0v0JF0R I + OSTEP lUO 000600 
N T a < 2 x S - l ) D 0 BEGIN XCI3*PIxuCI3/APARIAC J3*ACJ3 + VCI jxCOstJxxr I 3)JB[-J3*BC0 000700 
J3*VCI3xSlNCJxXU3)JENDJACJ3>ACJ3/SlBCJ3«.BCJ3/SjEND|WRlTE(PRlNT*TLlt*ANlO 000800 
P i E N D I 0 000900 
Q * P I / 8 . 0 I F 0 R TPI*Q STEP Q UNTIL Pi DO BE<$IN TA*C A P A R * T P 1 ) / ( P I X G ) Jd«-C2«.00 001100 
: 2 ^ ? R j ! t i S T ! P !UNTlL 20D0 BEGIN Cl+Cl+AtJJxCOSC J X T P I ) 1C2*C2*BCJ3XSINCJXO 001200 
TPl)lEND)CC>ACo3+Cl*C2^WRITECPRlNTi.TL99MN99)lENDI 0 001300 
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APPENDIX C 
CALCULATION OF THE FOLLOWER PATHS FROM THE CAM PROFILE 
The procedures which are used to calculate the follower paths 
from the cam profiles are presented in this Appendix. The notation for 
the types of followers will be: 
r., 0. Polar coordinates, of the points on the cam profile. 
1 1 
For Translating Followers 
t i 
r. , 0 . Polar coordinates of points on the follower path. 
z Roller Follower Radius. 
a Offset between.follower center and cam center. 
b Distance from cam center to follower center. 
For Oscillating Followers: 
t » t 
<J>. , 0. Coordinates of the points on the follower path, <|>. 
is angle of rotation of the arm. 
z Roller radius or distance from center line of the arm 
to the face of follower. 
a Arm length 
b Distance from cam center to follower, center 
c Vertical distance from cam center to follower pivot. 
d Horizontal distance from cam center to follower pivot. 
The cam profile is described by a series of coordinate points * 
r. , 0.. Since these points are known, they will be used as the points 
of contact between the cam and the follower. The follower path is 
184 
described in the series of points calculated from these. The velocity 
and acceleration of the follower are found by numerical differentiation 
of the follower displacement path. 
Translating Roller Follower 
To find the coordinates of the roller center when given the 
coordinates of the point of contact, the length r. and the angle 0. 
must be calculated (Figure 58). The value of b is one side of the 
triangle 00'C. The angle at C of this triangle equals the angle y5 the 
angle the tangent to the cam profile makes with the line r., plus 90°. 
t 
The value of v is calculated at the point of contact (r., 0. ) using 
i Jr 1 1 ° 
the two adjacent coordinate points, (r. n, 0. n) and (r. ,n , 0. n) from 
^ l-l l-l l+l l+l 
the expression: 
Y = 90 - tan -1 
r. . cos(0. --0.) - r, . cos(0.-0. n) l+l l+l I l-l l l-l 
r. . sin(0. -0.) + r. . sin(0.-0. ,) 
i+], l+l l l-l I l-l 
(C-l) 
Using the law a cosines, b is found from: 
b = v̂ r.2 + z2 + 2 zr. smy (C-2) 
Then the value of r. is found from the right triangle A00' 
I 
185 
Figure 58. Translating Roller Follower 
Figure 59. Translating Flat-Faced Follower 
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The value of 0. is found from: 
1 
). = 0. - |A00' - lO'OC 
l l 1 - I— 
The angle A00' is found from the triangle A00' from: 
[A00' = tan -1 
and from the law of sines for triangle A00': 
LC)'0C = tan -1 z cosy 
Vb2 - z2cos2y 
Hence: 
» -1 
0. = 0. - tan 
i I 
- tan 
- 1 z cosy 
/ b 2 - z2cos2y_ 
(C-4) 
A series of precision points (r. ,0. ) is calculated from the series of 
points (T.j0.) representing the cam profile using the Equations (C-3) 
and (C-4). 
Translating Flat-Faced Follower 
The translating flat-faced follower system is shown in Figure 
t i 
59. The follower path formed by the series of points (r. ,0. ) is 
calculated from the series of points (r. ,0.. ) forming the cam profile. 
The angle r between the tangent to the cam curve at the, point of con-
187 
tact and the line r., is calculated from Equation (C-1). Then r. is 
calculated from: 
r.' = r. siny (C-5) 
1 1 
and 0. is calculated from: 
I 
0.' =0. - (90° - y) (C-6) 
I i 
The series of precision points (r. ,0. ) defining the follower path are 
found from Equations (C--5) and (C--6). 
Oscillating Roller Follower 
» 
For the oscillating roller follower system the value of §. , the 
t 
angle of arm from the horizontal, and the angle 0. must be calculated 
from the point of contact between the cam and the follower, (y.,0.) 
1 1 
(Figure 60). The angle y is calculated from Equation (C-1). Then b is 
calculated from Equation (C-2). 
From Figure 60 we find: 
sin<}> 
c - f 
a 




sin d) + cos 6 = 1 (C-8) 
181 
Figure 60. Oscillating Roller Follower 
Figure 61. Oscillating Flat-Faced Follower 
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Therefore, from Equations (C-7) and (C-8) we find: 
a2 = (c - f) 2 + (x - d) 2 (C-9) 
From the right, triangle with sides x, f, and b, we calculate the value 
of x: 
= J b 2 - f2 (C-10) 
Sbustituting Equation (C-10) into Equation>(C-9) we obtain 
f - - B ± ' ^ 4 A C (C-9) 
where: 
K = ( c + d - a + b ) 
A = (c t d) 
B = - c K 
C = ^ K - d b 
To determine the sign in Equation (C-ll) the criterion that f must 
always be positive but less than or equal to b is used. Also, it must 
be determined if x will be positive or negative, that is, on which side 
of the cam center will the roller center lie. If d is greater than a, 
190 
then x is always negative, as the roller center must lie inside the cam 
center. For other cases, we start by calculating the value of b when 
the roller center is directly over the cam center: 
b' = c - Jal - d2 (C-12) 
Then the value of b at the point in question is calculated. If: 
b > b then x is positive 
b = b then x = 0 
b < b then x is negative 
The value of d>. is calculated from: 
1 
<i>. = tan 
I 
c - f 
d + x 
(C-13) 
where the values of f and x are found from Equations (C-11) and (C-10), 
i 
respectively. The value of 0. is found from: 
0. = 0. + IO'OG - IO'OE 
i . I '— •— 
(C-14) 




0. = 0. + tan 
I I 
z cosy 
_/b2 - z2cos2y_ 
- tan 
-1 (C-15) 
The series of precision points (<}>. ,0. ) defining the follower path are 
found from Equations (C-13) and (C-15). 
Oscillating Flat-Faced Follower 
For the oscillating flat-faced follower system the coordinate 
t t 
points (<j). ,0. ) are established from the cam coordinate point (r.,0.) 
from the geometry shown in Figure 61. The values of y and b are 
calculated from Equations (C-1) and (C-2), respectively. The angle \p 
is calculated from: 
* = tan"1® (C-1.6) 
and the length e from: 
e = /c2 + d2 (C-17) 
Now using the law of sines and equating the side b of the triangles 
e-a-b and r. - z - b, we obtain the expression: 
sin(ip - <b.) = 
I 
z + r. siny 
(C-18) 
from this equation and Equations (C-16), and (C-17), we obtain an 
expression for <j). : 
192 
« _,_ -Ire} 
»i = t a n l-p ~ t an 
- 1 z + r . s m y 
2 2 
e - (z + r . s iny) 
(C-19) 
Then t o f ind 0. we use: 
l 
This reduces to: 
) . = 0i - [90° - (Y + (j)i )] 
0. = 0. + y + 4>- - 90° 
l l ' T i 
(C-20) 
The series of precision points (<J>.,0. ) defining the follower path are 
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